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Abstract
Multiple object tracking is an important problem in the computer vision community due to
its applications, including but not limited to, visual surveillance, crowd behavior analysis and
robotics. The difficulties of this problem lie in several challenges such as frequent occlusion,
interaction, high-degree articulation, etc. In recent years, data association based approaches
have been successful in tracking multiple pedestrians on top of specific kinds of object detec-
tors. Thus these approaches are type-specific. This may constrain their application in scenario
where type-specific object detectors are unavailable. In view of this, I investigate in this thesis
tracking multiple objects without ready-to-use and type-specific object detectors. More specif-
ically, the problem of multiple object tracking is generalized to tracking targets of a generic
type. Namely, objects to be tracked are no longer constrained to be a specific kind of objects.
This problem is termed as Generic Multiple Object Tracking (GMOT), which is handled by
three approaches presented in this thesis.
In the first approach, a generic object detector is learned based on manual annotation of
only one initial bounding box. Then the detector is employed to regularize the online learning
procedure of multiple trackers which are specialized to each object. More specifically, multi-
ple trackers are learned simultaneously with shared features and are guided to keep close to the
detector. Experimental results have shown considerable improvement on this problem com-
pared with the state-of-the-art methods. The second approach treats detection and tracking of
multiple generic objects as a bi-label propagation procedure, which is consisted of class label
propagation (detection) and object label propagation (tracking). In particular, the cluster Mul-
tiple Task Learning (cMTL) is employed along with the spatio-temporal consistency to address
the online detection problem. The tracking problem is addressed by associating existing trajec-
tories with new detection responses considering appearance, motion and context information.
The advantages of this approach is verified by extensive experiments on several public data
sets. The aforementioned two approaches handle GMOT in an online manner. In contrast, a
batch method is proposed in the third work. It dynamically clusters given detection hypotheses
into groups corresponding to individual objects. Inspired by the success of topic model in tack-
ling textual tasks, Dirichlet Process Mixture Model (DPMM) is utilized to address the tracking
problem by cooperating with the so-called must-links and cannot-links, which are proposed to
avoid physical collision. Moreover, two kinds of representations, superpixel and Deformable
Part Model (DPM), are introduced to track both rigid and non-rigid objects. Effectiveness of
the proposed method is demonstrated with experiments on public data sets.
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1CHAPTER
INTRODUCTION
Because of the popularity of mobile devices, multimedia data, such as pictures, videos and
so on, are much more than before. As a result, automatic processing and understanding of
these kinds of multimedia are highly demanded. Computer Vision, which is a field including
methods for acquiring, processing, analyzing, and understanding images and, in general, high-
dimensional data from the real world. It draws more and more attention for both its academic
importance and commercial applications. In computer vision, tracking plays an important role.
As a mid-level task, tracking is the basis of tasks like action recognition, event detection in aca-
demic research. Meanwhile, tracking also plays a core role in visual surveillance and virtual
reality for commercial applications. The focus of this thesis is set on the development of al-
gorithms to address the problem of Generic Multiple Object Tracking (GMOT). This problem
is the generalization of the traditional multiple object tracking problem. It is closely related
to problems of both visual tracking and multiple object tracking. Thus, before formally repre-
senting the problem, these two related problems are introduced as follows.
Visual Tracking
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(a) (b) (c)
t
t+1
Figure 1.1: Comparison among visual tracking, multiple object tracking and the concerned generic
multiple object tracking from one frame to the next frame in this thesis. Note that the objects in the
problem of multiple object tracking are usually of some specific categories, while generic multiple object
tracking does not make such an assumption. For example, objects in (c) could be of any other types.
Visual tracking is an important problem in the community due to its numerous applications
in domains such as video surveillance and human computer interface. It aims at estimating
the state (size, position, etc.) of an object in a given image sequence. In the first frame,
annotation of an interested object is given manually or by detection. To track the interested
object, an observation model and a dynamic model are required. The dynamic model is to
obtain candidates in the next frame based on the state of current frame. The observation model
measures the similarity between observations extracted from the candidates and the up-to-time
state of object. As shown in Figure 1.1(a), the green bounding box is the object state in the
current frame and the red bounding boxes are candidates according to the dynamic model.
Based on the observation model, the candidate sharing the largest similarity with the green
bounding box (in the current frame) would be the estimation in the next frame.
Multiple Object Tracking
Multiple Object Tracking (MOT), or Multiple Target Tracking (MTT), plays an important role
in computer vision as a result of its importance for other tasks like scene understanding and
pose estimation. MOT addresses the problem of locating multiple objects, maintaining their
2
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identities and yielding their individual trajectories given an input video containing a specific
type of objects. The specific type of objects here, referring to objects which draw considerable
attention in practical applications. Common targets of MOT include pedestrians on the street,
sport players in the court, vehicles, human faces and so on.
Due to the recent progress in object detection, especially in pedestrian detection [Felzen-
szwalb et al., 2010,Dalal and Triggs, 2005], the MOT problem has also achieved great success.
Traditional approaches employ the well-developed detectors of specific kinds of objects to ob-
tain detection hypotheses. Based on the detection hypotheses, MOT becomes a data association
problem, i.e., detection hypotheses which are considered to belong to one specific object are
associated into a tracklet. As shown in Figure 1.1(b), six detection hypotheses (different colors
encode different identities) are obtained in the current frame. There are six detection hypothe-
ses in the next frame while they are without identity information. Multiple object tracking is
conducted by associating detection hypotheses which are without identity information to de-
tection hypotheses which are of identity information. This is the so-called “data association”
approach to this problem.
Generic Multiple Object Tracking
As mentioned above, traditional multiple object tracking focuses on specific kinds of objects.
The primary reason is that one can easily adopt a ready-to-use object detector trained for a spe-
cific kind of objects offline. However, there are several drawbacks of such standard approaches
to MOT:
• object detectors of high accuracy usually require a large amount of labeled data, which
costs a lot of labor to collect.
• assuming there is an off-the-shelf object detector to use, the performance on a specific
sequence is not guaranteed to be optimal. Because an object detector is trained based on
a specific set of data in most cases. It is only guaranteed to be optimal in this set of data
while does not generalize well when it is applied in other scenario.
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• even if an object detector can be guaranteed to achieve the optimal performance on dif-
ferent sets of data, it could be applied only to sequences of the same type of objects. For
different types of objects, various kinds of object detectors are required. This limits ap-
plication of this solution as it is not practical to access an accurate object detector trained
offline already for every specific kind of objects.
In view of this, I propose to generalize the problem of traditional multiple object tracking
from specific types of objects to generic types of objects. Accordingly, the problem is called
Generic Multiple Object Tracking (GMOT) in this thesis. In particular, the type of objects to be
tracked is not constrained to be pedestrian or some other specific types of objects, and the type
of objects is not known in advance in the concerned problem. As shown in Figure 1.1(c), the
task is the same as traditional multiple object tracking, while the objects could be of any type.
Therefore, it is not always possible to apply a ready-to-use detector in the problem of GMOT.
To address this issue, an object detector should be trained online. To train such an object
detector, one instance of the concerned type of objects is required as a starting point. Given an
image sequence, based on a given initial bounding box of one instance of multiple objects in the
first frame, an object detector is obtained by collecting positive and negative samples and then
training according to the collected data. Applying this object detector, objects of the same type
as the labeled object are detected such that more and more training samples could be collected.
Relying on more training data, the object detector could be refined progressively. Subsequently,
objects are tracked to maintain their identities. Finally, a set of trajectories corresponding
to individual objects are produced as the estimation. Figure 1.2 shows the general layout of
solutions to this problem.
More detailed comparison among these three problems are listed in Table 1.1. Given a
video, the problem of visual tracking aims to seize a concerned object in the image sequence
based on the initial annotation in the first frame. The output is the trajectory of the interested
object. For multiple object tracking problem concerning a specific kind of objects, a detector
for this type of objects is demanded to make the algorithm be aware of the occurrence and
disappearance of objects. Accordingly, the output is a set of trajectories corresponding to
4
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     Video input 
              + 
    Initial labeling 
     object detection 
     object tracking      object trajectories 
Figure 1.2: An overview of a typical solution to the problem of generic multiple object tracking. The
main aim of my research is the development of effective algorithms for detection and tracking of objects
of a generic type.
Table 1.1: Comparison among the three problems of visual tracking, MOT and GMOT in terms of input
and output.
Problem Input Output
Visual tracking video and an initial bounding box object trajectory
MOT video and a (type-specific) object detector object trajectories
GMOT video and an initial bounding box object trajectories
multiple objects. In terms of GMOT, the task is identical to that of MOT, while the concerned
objects do not need to be some specific kinds of objects. Thus it is not necessary to rely on
type-specific object detectors trained offline. In contrast, it requires an initial bounding box in
the first frame as a starting point to train a detector for objects of the same type as the annotated
object in an online manner. The output is also a set of trajectories corresponding to different
objects.
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1.1 Academic Importance and Commercial Applica-
tions
In this section, the academic importance and commercial application of MOT are firstly intro-
duced. Then, applications particularly of GMOT are given.
1.1.1 Academic Importance
As a mid-level task, multiple object tracking grounds many tasks in the computer vision com-
munity. For instance, it is the foundation of tasks such as segmentation [Yilmaz et al., 2004],
pose estimation [Zhang et al., 2014, Zhang et al., 2007, Gammeter et al., 2008], population
counting [Liu et al., 2005], object recognition [Lowe, 1999], action recognition [Choi and
Savarese, 2012], behavior analysis [Moeslund et al., 2006], abnormal event detection [Cong
et al., 2011] and scene understanding [Zhou et al., 2011a]. A robust and effective approach to
multiple object tracking could provide great convenience to these kinds of tasks.
1.1.2 Commercial Applications
Apart from the academic importance, MOT has significant potential in many commercial ap-
plications. Some of the typical applications are listed as follows.
• Visual Surveillance (VS). The massive amount of videos (especially surveillance videos)
requires automatic analysis to detect abnormal behaviors, which is based on analysis of
objects’ actions, trajectories, etc. To obtain such information, one needs to locate targets
and track them, which is exactly the objective of multiple object tracking.
• Human Computer Interface (HCI). Visual information, such as expression and gesture,
can be employed to achieve advanced function in HCI. Extraction of visual information
6
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requires visual tracking as the basis. When multiple objects appear in the scene, interac-
tions among them need to be considered. In this case, MOT plays a crucial rule to make
HCI more natural and intelligent.
• Virtual Reality (VR) and Augmented Reality (AR). MOT has also been applicable in
these areas. For instance, AR systems need to know the accurate position, pose and
geometric relations of objects so as to locate virtual objects in the real world. In VR,
tracking is indispensable for natural interaction between human and virtual environment.
As mentioned before, the difference between MOT and GMOT is that, MOT is interested
in some special kinds of objects while GMOT concerns more general objects. Thus, GMOT
is more practical in real world. It can be applied in the scenario where there is not a ready-to-
use object detector available. Compared with MOT, GMOT has some additional applications,
including but not limited to: 1) medical image processing. Some tasks of medical image pro-
cessing require laborious manual labeling. For instance, one task could be labeling or tracking
multiple cells in images. As it is usually not easy to have a reliable and customized detectors
of cells like pedestrian, this is a representative application of GMOT. It can help to save a large
amount of labeling cost, 2) automatic video editing/tagging. In some commercial videos, there
are multiple similar objects. Users may be interested in searching other similar objects given
a query object, 3) wildlife conservation. There is a typical application in the field of wildlife
conservation. Sometimes people need to know the status of some kinds of wild animals in a
specific area. However, traditional sensors like GPS device are not allowed or too expensive to
set. In this case, a footage recorded from a helicopter is analyzed by detecting, tracking and
counting them to investigate their behavior.
1.2 Challenges
The academic importance and enormous potential of applications above have sparkled enor-
mous interest in this topic. However, issues shared by both MOT and GMOT render the track-
ing problem challenging:
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Frequent occlusions
Occlusion appears frequently in the scenario of multiple object tracking. To put it simply, oc-
clusion refers to that observation of an object is blocked partly or completely. Generally, there
are two cases of occlusion. The first case is that one object is occluded by other object(s). The
second case is that one object is occluded by stuff in the scene. Occlusion leads to false positive
hypotheses in the detection stage and also confuses the tracker due to the loss of observation.
Tracking management
Tracking management is known as the strategy of determining initialization and termination
of tracks. Such strategy is even more important for online multiple object tracking. As the
detector of objects are not perfect, false positive and false negative detection hypotheses are
usually inevitable in reality. In most cases, object detector would produce false positive and
false negative detection hypotheses. In case of false positive hypotheses, it is not appropriate
to initialize a track at once as this may generate trajectories of background objects. Similarly,
terminating a track in case of false negative hypotheses is not suitable since it may result in
fragmentation of trajectories.
Small size of objects
In some cases of multiple object tracking, size of the interested objects is considerably
small [Betke et al., 2007]. For example, it can be 20 pixels by 20 pixels in aerial videos [Reilly
et al., 2010]. In such a case, the commonly used appearance information is not reliable.
Group behavior of multiple objects
Objects are usually not separated from each other. On the contrary, there exists interaction
among objects, such as moving together, crossing each other and so on. Appropriate modeling
of group behavior could alleviate the problem to some extent. However, the group behavior is
complex to define, and there is not any general guidance of modeling it.
Compared with standard MOT, GMOT cannot rely on the detectors trained offline, thus it is
even more challenging. The difficulties mainly raise from the following perspectives.
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Online object detection
As mentioned before, object detection in GMOT starts from one single bounding box in the first
frame. This is challenging as an accurate object detector in general requires a large amount of
data with label, which is not available in this case. Thus, how to conduct object detection online
is a primary issue.
Similar appearance among objects
This issue is more challenging in case of generic multiple object tracking as objects are more
similar to each other compared with objects in case of traditional multiple object tracking.
Therefore, besides from distinguishing objects from background, object needs to be addition-
ally discriminated from other objects of the same category. Namely, the problem poses more
requirements in the tracker.
1.3 Approaches and Contributions
In this thesis, the following approaches are proposed:
1. A framework of two primary components to tackle the problem of GMOT is proposed.
One is online detection and the other one is online tracking. A linear Laplacian SVM
classifier considering smoothness is developed for online detection with adaptivity. In-
spired by Multi-Task Learning (MTL), multiple objects are tracked simultaneously with
sharable features among different trackers. Furthermore, the detection and tracking com-
ponents are connected using the detector as the mean to regularize the multiple trackers.
2. GMOT is addressed by propagating class and object labels jointly in spatial and temporal
domains. Moreover, the clustered Multi-Task Learning (cMTL) is introduced for generic
object detection and improved by considering the spatio-temporal consistency.
3. A topic model based on Dirichlet Processing Mixture Model (DPMM) is proposed to
discover objects automatically and effectively as a batch solution. To be more specific,
9
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detection hypotheses are dynamically clustered into groups based on the assumption that
detection instances belonging to an identical object share the similar co-occurrence of
visual words with each other. More importantly, this dynamic clustering algorithm could
serve as a basic framework to integrate other appearance or motion models for multi-
object tracking.
4. Dirichlet Processing Mixture Model (DPMM) is combined with Deformable Part Model
(DPM) [Felzenszwalb et al., 2010] to deal with the problem of tracking multiple pedes-
trians. The deformable part model describes the latent semantic characters of non-rigid
pedestrians. By applying DPMM along with DPM, instances of an identical object are
clustered together as a trajectory.
I present the following contributions to the computer vision community:
1. It is the first time to introduce the generic multiple object tracking to the community.
Objects of general types rather than of a specific kind are considered in the thesis.
2. Detection and tracking are handled in a unified framework by multi-task learning. It is
the first time that detector is elegantly used to regularize the learning of trackers.
3. The concept of label propagation is utilized to tackle both tracking and detection of
objects. To adapt it to the concerned problem, bi-label propagation is proposed.
4. Rather than data association, dynamic clustering is employed to track multiple objects
offline. A novel topic model is developed to cluster instances sharing similar patterns
into clusters, corresponding to individual objects.
5. In experiments, the proposed methods achieve the state-of-the-art performance, verifying
their ability of solving the GMOT problem.
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1.4 Outlines
This thesis consists of 6 chapters in total. The content of the remaining chapters are listed and
summarized as follows.
1.4.1 Chapter 2. Background
Chapter 2 presents the related research in literature. To begin with, I briefly introduce pre-
liminaries of generic multiple object tracking. Then a general formulation of generic multiple
object tracking is presented. This is followed by the introduction of categorization. In the end,
some of the most relevant works are discussed.
1.4.2 Chapter 3. Generic MOT by Multi-task Learning
A novel approach named as GMOT-MTL [Luo and Kim, 2013] is presented to address GMOT
in this chapter. In this work, the problem of GMOT is decomposed into two major tasks, i.e.,
detection and tracking. For the detection task, Laplacian SVM is introduced to learn an object
detector. For the tracking task, tracking each object is treated as a sub task within the major
tracking task. Inspired by the concept of multi-task learning, i.e., learning of multiple related
tasks is better than learning them independently, trackers of multiple objects are learned by
sharing features among them. At the same time, the detector learned in the detection phase is
utilized to regularize the learning of multiple trackers in the tracking stage. By employing the
detector to regularize the learning of multiple trackers, the trackers are prevented from drifting
to the background. The proposed method is evaluated on several public data sets, and proven
to be effective in solving GMOT.
Related Publication
W. Luo, T-K. Kim, Generic Object Crowd Tracking by Multi-Task Learning, Proc. of
British Machine Vision Conference (BMVC), Bristol, UK, pages 73.1-73.13, 2013.
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1.4.3 Chapter 4. Bi-label Propagation for Generic MOT
This chapter describes an approach which casts the GMOT problem as a bi-label propagation
problem [Luo et al., 2014a]. The concept of bi-labels refers to the combination of binary class
label and individual object labels. To propagate the binary class label, the clustered multiple
task learning is employed to train an object detector, distinguishing objects from background.
To further improve the performance, the so-called spatio-temporal consistency is incorporated
into the energy function. Tracking is treated as object label propagation. When computing the
affinity between detections and trajectories, the appearance, motion and context are considered
jointly, which are proved to be robust. I show in the experimental section that the bi-label
propagation for GMOT (referred as GMOT-BLP) outperforms several approaches including
the previously proposed GMOT-MTL method.
Related Publication
W. Luo, T-K. Kim, B. Stenger, X. Zhao, R. Cipolla, Bi-label Propagation for Generic Mul-
tiple Object Tracking, Proc. of IEEE Conference on Computer Vision and Pattern Recognition
(CVPR), Columbus, Ohio, USA, pages 1290-1297, 2014.
1.4.4 Chapter 5. Automatic Topic Discovery for Generic MOT
In Chapter 5, I propose an offline solution to GMOT relying on provided detection hypotheses.
The tracking phase is taken as the major concern in this chapter. This approach [Luo et al.,
2015] therefore focuses on tracking. Particularly, this method associates detection responses
into trajectories by dynamic clustering. Inspired by the success of topic model in textual pro-
cess tasks, the Dirichlet Process Mixture Model (DPMM) is employed to discover the appear-
ance coherence between tracklets, i.e., co-occurrence of visual words in the tracklets. By doing
this, the detections of a specific object are clustered as a unique topic. Namely, the proposed
approach tracks objects as a procedure of automatic topic discovery. This batch method (called
GMOT-ATD) improves the performance compared with the previous sequential ones [Luo and
12
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Kim, 2013, Luo et al., 2014a]. Additionally, the proposed method is applied to the problem
of pedestrian tracking, and shows promising results, which further proves its potential value in
real-world applications.
Related Publication
W. Luo, B. Stenger, X. Zhao, T-K. Kim, Automatic Topic Discovery for Multi-object
Tracking, Proc. of the Association for the Advancement of Artificial Intelligence (AAAI),
Austin, Texas, USA, pages 3820-3826, 2015.
1.4.5 Chapter 6. Conclusion and Future Work
Chapter 6 draws a conclusion of this thesis. Contents of the previous chapters are summarized
and feasible directions which could further improve the performance are provided.
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BACKGROUND
Before diving into the technical chapters, I will firstly provide some preliminary knowledge
relevant to the GMOT problem. Then a general formulation of multiple object tracking is given,
followed by detailed discussion on categorization of MOT. Some key components in addressing
MOT, such as appearance, motion, interaction, exclusion and occlusion are discussed in detail.
In the end, some of the most relevant works are discussed.
2.1 Preliminaries
Object is considered as a continuous closed area in an image which is distinct from its
surroundings.
Detection is a computer vision task which localizes objects in images. A detector is usually
trained from a large amount of labeled samples to distinguish the foreground objects from
background. In most situations, detection does not involve temporal information.
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Tracking is to localize an identical object in continuous frames. Thus tracking is usually
applied in a video or an image sequence with temporal information. In MOT, tracking means
simultaneous localization and identification of multiple objects of interest.
Detection responses are also known as detection observations or detection hypotheses,
which are the outputs of an object detector trained for a specific kind of objects, such as human,
vehicle, face and animal. They are configurations of objects such as positions, sizes, etc.
Trajectory is the output of a MOT system. One trajectory corresponds to only one tar-
get, thus a trajectory is unique. In particular, one trajectory is composed of multiple object
responses of an identical target in an image sequence. Each response represents the location,
size and some other information in one frame.
Tracklet is an intermediate representation of output between detection responses and tra-
jectories. It is composed of several detection responses which are from an identical target. As a
fact, a detection response can be viewed as a tracklet composed of only one detection response.
Tracklet is usually obtained by linking confident detection responses, thus it is shorter than
trajectory in terms of time span. In some approaches [Huang et al., 2008], the final trajectories
are obtained by progressively linking detection responses into longer and longer tracklets and
eventually forming trajectories. Figure 2.1 shows the concepts of detection responses, tracklets
and trajectories.
Data association is a typical solution to multiple object tracking when the problem is cast
as a paradigm of matching detection responses across frames based on object detection. The
technique of data association figures out correspondences between detection hypotheses.
2.2 Problem Formulation
Generic multiple object tracking can be generally formulated as a multi-variable estimation
problem. Given an image sequence {I1, I2, ..., It, ...} as input, sit is employed to denote the
state of the i-th object in the t-th frame. This chapter uses St = (s1t , s
2
t , ..., s
Mt
t ) to denote
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Figure 2.1: Detection responses (left), tracklets (center), and trajectories (right) are shown in continu-
ous 6 frames. Different colors encode different targets. Best viewed in color.
states of all the Mt objects in the t-th frame, si1:t = {si1, si2, ..., sit} to denote the sequential
states of the i-th object from the first frame to the t-th frame, and S1:t = {S1,S2, ...,St} to
denote all the sequential states of all the objects from the first frame to the t-th frame. Note
that the number of objects may vary from frame to frame.
To estimate the states of objects, some observations should be firstly collected from the
image sequence. Correspondingly, oit is utilized to denote the collected observations for the
i-th object in the t-th frame. Ot = (o1t , o
2
t , ..., o
Mt
t ) denotes the collected observations for all
the Mt objects in the t-th frame. oi1:t =
{
oi1, o
i
2, ..., o
i
t
}
denotes the sequential observations
collected from the first frame to the t-th frame and O1:t = {O1,O2, ...,Ot} denotes all the
collected sequential observations of all the objects from the first frame to the t-th frame.
The objective of multiple object tracking is to find the “optimal” sequential states of all
the objects, which can be generally modeled by performing MAP (maximal a posterior) esti-
mation from the conditional distribution of the sequential states of all the objects given all the
observations:
Ŝ1:t = argmax
S1:t
P (S1:t|O1:t) . (2.1)
The estimation can be performed using probabilistic inference algorithms based on a two-
step iterative procedure [Liu et al., 2012,Breitenstein et al., 2009,Yang et al., 2009,Mitzel and
Leibe, 2011, Rodriguez et al., 2011, Kratz and Nishino, 2010, Reid, 1979]:
Predict: P(St|O1:t−1)=
∫
P(St|St−1)P(St−1|O1:t−1)dSt−1
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Update: P(St|O1:t) ∝ P(Ot|St)P(St|O1:t−1)
In the formula above, P (St|St−1) and P (Ot|St) are the Dynamic Model and the Observa-
tion Model, respectively. These two models play a very important role in a tracking algorithm.
Since the distributions of these two models are usually unknown, sampling methods like Parti-
cle Filter [Jin and Mokhtarian, 2007,Yang et al., 2005,Hess and Fern, 2009,Han et al., 2007,Hu
et al., 2012, Liu et al., 2012, Breitenstein et al., 2009, Yang et al., 2009], MCMC [Khan et al.,
2004,Khan et al., 2005,Khan et al., 2006], RJMCMC [Choi et al., 2013], etc., are employed to
perform the estimation.
The estimation problem can also be coped with deterministic optimization approaches, e.g.,
directly maximizing the likelihood function P (O1:t|S1:t) as a delegate of P (S1:t|O1:t):
Ŝ1:t = argmax
S1:t
P (S1:t|O1:t) = argmax
S1:t
P (O1:t|S1:t) , (2.2)
or conversely minimizing an energy function
Ŝ1:t = argmax
S1:t
P (S1:t|O1:t)
= argmax
S1:t
1
Z
exp(−C (S1:t|O1:t))
= argmin
S1:t
C (S1:t|O1:t),
(2.3)
where Z is a normalization factor to make P (S1:t|O1:t) a probability distribution and C (•) is
a cost function.
The specific optimization approaches include bipartite graph matching [Shu et al., 2012,
Breitenstein et al., 2009, Wu and Nevatia, 2007b, Qin and Shelton, 2012, Reilly et al., 2010,
Perera et al., 2006, Xing et al., 2009, Huang et al., 2008], dynamic programming [Wolf et al.,
1989, Jiang et al., 2007, Berclaz et al., 2009, Andriyenko and Schindler, 2010], min-cost max-
flow network flow [Zhang et al., 2008, Choi and Savarese, 2012, Wu et al., 2012, Butt and
Collins, 2013a, Pirsiavash et al., 2011] and max weight independent set [Shafique et al., 2008,
Brendel et al., 2011].
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2.3 Categorization
In general, it is difficult to get a universal classification of MOT. In this chapter, MOT is
categorized by different criteria to obtain a more comprehensive understanding of the problem.
Existing works of visual tracking [Yilmaz et al., 2006, Cannons, 1991] have provided some
views for categorization. For example, object shape representation is adopted in [Yilmaz et al.,
2006] to group existing work of visual tracking into subsets. To be more specific, different types
of object shape representations, such as point, primitive geometric shapes, object contours
and region shapes, are described individually. For the concerned MOT problem, as object is
represented by region shapes (bounding box or ellipse [Kuo and Nevatia, 2011]) in most works,
it is not necessary to discuss it by object representations. Alternatively, the categorization of
MOT is discussed from the following perspectives.
2.3.1 Initialization Method
The first criterion is that how objects are initialized. According to this criterion, most of ex-
isting MOT work could be grouped into two sets [Yang and Nevatia, 2012c]: Detection Based
Tracking (DBT) and Detection Free Tracking (DFT). DBT relies on object detection while
DFT does not.
DBT. In DBT, objects are at first localized in each frame and then object hypotheses are
linked into trajectories. Figure 2.2(a) shows the flow of DBT. Given a sequence, type-specific
object detection or motion detection (based on background modeling) [Bose et al., 2007, Song
et al., 2010] is applied to each frame to obtain object hypotheses, then (sequential or batch)
tracking is conducted to link detection hypotheses into trajectories. There are three issues
worthy noting. First, in most cases object detection procedure is not the focus of DBT methods.
The majority of DBT approaches builds upon a pre-trained object detector which produces
object hypotheses as observations. Second, as mentioned above, since object detector is trained
in advance, the majority of DBT focuses on specific kinds of targets, such as pedestrians,
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Figure 2.2: Procedure flow of DBT (a) and DFT (b).
vehicles or faces. The underlying reason is that detection of these types of objects has gained
great progress in recent years [Dalal and Triggs, 2005, Felzenszwalb et al., 2010, Sun et al.,
2006]. Third, the performance of DBT depends on the performance of the employed object
detectors to a certain extent.
DFT. As shown in Figure 2.2(b), DFT [Hu et al., 2012, Zhang and van der Maaten,
2013b, Zhang and van der Maaten, 2013a, Yang et al., 2007] requires manual initialization
of a fixed number of objects in the first frame (in the form of bounding boxes or other shape
configurations), then localizes these fixed number of objects in the subsequent frames. There-
fore it does not rely on object detector to provide object hypotheses. Noting that, when the
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Table 2.1: Comparison between DBT and DFT. Part of this table is from [Yang and Nevatia, 2012c].
Item DBT DFT
Initialization automatic, imperfect manual, perfect
# of objects varying fixed
Applications
specific type of objects
(in most cases)
any type of objects
Advantages ability to handle varying number of objects free of object detector
Drawbacks performance depends on object detection requires manual initialization
number of objects is one, DFT degrades into the classical visual tracking problem.
Generally speaking, DBT is more popular since it can handle the occurrence of new objects
and disappearance of existing objects naturally. DFT requires manual initialization of each
object, thus it cannot deal with the case when new objects appear. However, it is model-free,
i.e., free of pre-trained object detectors. So it can deal with sequences of any type of objects.
However, the requirements on the fixed number of objects limits its applications in practical
systems. Table 2.1 lists the major differences between DBT and DFT.
2.3.2 Processing Mode
According to the way of data processing, MOT could be categorized into online tracking and
offline tracking. The difference is whether or not the observations in future frames are utilized
when handling the current frame. Online tracking utilizes observations up to the current time
to conduct the estimation, while offline tracking employs observations both in the past and in
the future.
Online tracking. In online tracking, the image sequence is handled in a step-by-step way,
thus online tracking is also named as sequential tracking. Based on the up-to-time observations,
trajectories are outputted on the fly.
Sequential approaches derive a cost function considering multiple types of information up
to the current frame and estimate the lowest cost state [Kratz and Nishino, 2010, Sugimura
et al., 2009, Duan et al., 2012, Breitenstein et al., 2009, Yang et al., 2009] based on sophisti-
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cated appearance models [Hu et al., 2012,Shu et al., 2012], delicate motion models [Kratz and
Nishino, 2010] and interaction models [Yamaguchi et al., 2011, Pellegrini et al., 2009].
For example, in order to maintain discrimination of individual objects, Yang et al. fuse mul-
tiple components: bags of local features, a head model and a color model of torso regions [Yang
et al., 2009]. In [Breitenstein et al., 2009], generic object category and instance-specific in-
formation are integrated to track multiple objects in a particle filter framework. Inspired by
crowd simulation models, a dynamic model considering social motion patterns is introduced
in [Pellegrini et al., 2009]. Similarly, Yamaguchi et al. develop an agent-based behavior model
taking social and environmental factors into account to predict destinations of pedestrians [Ya-
maguchi et al., 2011]. The work in [Kratz and Nishino, 2010] estimates object motion based on
structured crowd patterns and learns spatio-temporal variations using a set of hidden Markov
models.
Offline tracking. Offline tracking [Song et al., 2010, Qin and Shelton, 2012, Yang and
Nevatia, 2012a, Yang and Nevatia, 2012b, Brendel et al., 2011, Yang et al., 2011, Kuo et al.,
2010, Henriques et al., 2011, Sugimura et al., 2009, Choi and Savarese, 2010] utilizes a batch
way to process data, therefore it is also called batch tracking. Observations from all frames are
required to be obtained in advance and are investigated together to estimate the final output.
Note that, due to computation ability, sometimes it is not possible to handle all the frames at
one time. An alternative solution is to divide the whole video into a set of segments or clips,
handle these clips respectively, and fuse the results hierarchically.
More specifically, approaches [Izadinia et al., 2012a,Andriyenko and Schindler, 2011,Ben-
fold and Reid, 2011,Brostow and Cipolla, 2006] considering both the past and the future infor-
mation typically require low-level observations such as foreground, tracklet, trajectory and etc.
These types of low level observations can be obtained by background modeling [Song et al.,
2010], by associating confident responses of a human detector, head detector or part based
detector into tracklets [Qin and Shelton, 2012, Yang and Nevatia, 2012a, Yang and Nevatia,
2012b, Brendel et al., 2011, Yang et al., 2011, Kuo et al., 2010, Henriques et al., 2011, Choi
and Savarese, 2010] or by estimating trajectories based on the KLT tracker [Sugimura et al.,
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Table 2.2: Comparison between online and offline tracking.
Item Online tracking Offline tracking
Required input up-to-time observations all observations
Methodology
gradually extend existing trajectories
with current observations
link observations into trajectories
Advantages suitable for online tasks
can obtain global optimal
solution theoretically
Drawbacks suffer from shortage of observation Delay in outputting final results
2009] or Kalman Filter [Choi and Savarese, 2010]. Then, these types of low level observations
are associated by optimization methods, such as Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) [Song
et al., 2010], Dynamic Programming, Hungarian algorithm [Qin and Shelton, 2012, Yang and
Nevatia, 2012a, Song et al., 2010], greedy bipartite algorithm [Shu et al., 2012], min-cost net-
work flow [Wu et al., 2012, Butt and Collins, 2013b, Zhang et al., 2008], K-Shortest Paths
(KSP) algorithm [Berclaz et al., 2011], Conditional Random Fields (CRF) [Yang and Nevatia,
2012b,Milan et al., 2013b] or Maximum Weight Independent Set [Brendel et al., 2011]. Please
refer to [Luo et al., 2014b] for a more extensive review.
In general, online tracking is more suitable for cases when video stream is obtained sequen-
tially. Offline tracking typically deals with the data globally when all the frames are obtained,
thus it exhibits delay in outputting results. As offline tracking could access all observations
simultaneously, theoretically offline tracking could obtain globally optimal solution though it
is not as practical as online tracking. Table 2.2 gives a clear comparison between online and
offline tracking.
2.3.3 Mathematical Methodology
MOT could be classified into probabilistic tracking and deterministic tracking with regard to
the adopted mathematical methodology. The differences are in two folds. First, the methods
of estimating object states are different. In probabilistic tracking, the estimation is based on
probabilistic inference, while in deterministic tracking the estimation is based on determinis-
tic optimization. Second, the outputs are different. Output of probabilistic tracking may be
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different in different running trials, while deterministic tracking gives constant outputs.
2.3.4 Discussion
The insights behind “online vs. offline” and “DBT vs. DFT” are related. The difference be-
tween DBT and DFT is whether a detection model is adopted (DBT) or not (DFT). The key to
differentiate online and offline tracking is the way they process observations. One may ques-
tion whether DFT is identical to online tracking because DFT always processes observations
sequentially. That is true because DFT is free of (type-specific) object detection. It cannot
attain future observations, thus it can only follow the sequential way. Another vagueness may
rise between DBT and offline tracking, as in DBT tracklets or detection responses are usually
associated in a batch way. Note that there are also sequential DBT which conducts association
between previously obtained trajectories and new detection responses [Luo et al., 2014a, Luo
and Kim, 2013, Xing et al., 2009].
“Online vs. offline” and “probabilistic vs. deterministic” are also related. In practice,
online tracking usually adopts probabilistic inference for estimation. There indeed exists de-
terministic optimization based online tracking, such as online tracking by linking up-to-time
trajectories and detections in the next frame based on Hungarian algorithm. On the other hand,
offline tracking always employs deterministic optimization in the derivation of object states.
2.4 Key Components
To track multiple objects, multi-type information can be utilized when calculating the likeli-
hood. Previous works have investigated various information including appearance cues, motion
models, interaction, exclusion and occlusion among objects. In the following, some of the typ-
ical clues are introduced.
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2.4.1 Appearance Model
Appearance is an important cue for affinity computation in MOT. Generally, appearance model
includes two components – visual representation and statistical measuring. Visual representa-
tion is closely related to features, but more than just features. It tackles the problem of precisely
describing visual characteristics of objects based on features, and can be usually grouped into
two sets – visual representations based on single cue and multiple cues. Statistical measuring
is the computation of similarity or dissimilarity between different observations when visual
representation is ready. In the following, the features/cues employed in MOT are discussed,
and then appearance models based on single cue and multiple cues are described respectively.
2.4.1.1 Feature
Different kinds of features have been employed in MOT. They are categorized into the follow-
ing subsets.
Point features. Point features have been successfully applied in single object tracking [Shi
and Tomasi, 1994]. For MOT, point features can also be helpful. For instance, KLT tracker is
employed to track feature points and generate a set of trajectories or short tracklets [Sugimura
et al., 2009,Zhao et al., 2012]. KLT tracking is utilized in [Benfold and Reid, 2011] to estimate
motion. Local feature points [Lowe, 2004] are adopted along with the bag-of-word model
in [Yang et al., 2009] to capture the texture characteristics of a region. Point features are also
employed in [Brostow and Cipolla, 2006] for motion clustering.
Color/intensity features. This is the commonest feature for MOT. Usually the color or
intensity features are employed to calculate the affinity between two counterparts (detection
hypotheses, tracklets or short trajectories). The simple raw pixel template is employed in [Ya-
maguchi et al., 2011] to compute the appearance affinity. Color histogram is used in [Sug-
imura et al., 2009, Song et al., 2010, Mitzel et al., 2010, Izadinia et al., 2012b, Okuma et al.,
2004, Mitzel and Leibe, 2011].
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Optical flow. The optical flow feature can be utilized to conduct short-term visual tracking.
Thus many solutions to MOT employ optical flow to link detection responses from continu-
ous frames into short tracklets for further data association processing [Rodriguez et al., 2009]
or directly use it for data association [Izadinia et al., 2012b]. Besides, optical flow is also
employed to complement HOG for observation model [Andriyenko and Schindler, 2011]. Ad-
ditionally, optical flow is popular in extremely crowded scenarios for discovering crowd motion
pattens [Ali and Shah, 2008, Rodriguez et al., 2011].
Gradient/pixel-comparison features. There are some features based on gradient or pixel
comparison. Mitzel et al. utilize a variation of the level-set formula to track objects in con-
tinuous frames [Mitzel et al., 2010]. Apart from the success in human detection, HOG [Dalal
and Triggs, 2005] plays an important role in the multiple pedestrian tracking problem as well.
For instance, HOG is employed in [Izadinia et al., 2012b, Kuo et al., 2010, Breitenstein et al.,
2009, Choi and Savarese, 2012, Yu et al., 2008] to detect objects and/or compute similarity
between detections for data association.
Region covariance matrix features. Region covariance matrix [Porikli et al., 2006, Tuzel
et al., 2006] features are robust to issues such as illumination changes, scale variations, etc.
The region covariance matrix based dissimilarity is used to compare appearance in [Henriques
et al., 2011]. Covariance matrices along with other features constitute the feature pool for
appearance learning in [Kuo et al., 2010]. Hu et al. utilize the covariance matrix to represent
object for both single and multiple object tracking [Hu et al., 2012].
Depth. Mitzel et al. utilize depth information to correct bounding box of detection response
and re-initialize the bounding box for level-set tracking in [Mitzel et al., 2010]. Depth informa-
tion is used in [Ess et al., 2009,Ess et al., 2007] to refine detection responses. Similarly, Ess et
al. employ depth information to obtain more accurate object detections in a mobile vision sys-
tem [Ess et al., 2008]. The stereo depth is taken into account by Giebel et al. to estimate weight
of a particle in the proposed Bayesian framework for multiple 3D object tracking [Giebel et al.,
2004].
Others. Some other features are utilized to conduct multiple object tracking as well. For
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instance, gait features in the frequency domain are employed in [Sugimura et al., 2009] to
maximize the discrimination between the tracked individuals. The Probabilistic Occupancy
Map (POM) [Fleuret et al., 2008, Berclaz et al., 2011] is employed to estimate how probable
an object would occur in a specific grid under the multi-camera settings for MOT.
2.4.1.2 Single Cue based Appearance Model
Raw pixel template representation. The raw pixel template representation is the raw pixel
intensity or color of a region. It encodes the spatial information since the comparison is element
wise when matching two templates. Normalized Cross Correlation (NCC) is used to evaluate
the predicted position of object in [Yamaguchi et al., 2011]. The appearance affinity is calcu-
lated as the NCC between the target template and a candidate bounding box in [Ali and Shah,
2008]. Wu et al. build a network-flow approach to handle multiple target tracking [Wu et al.,
2012]. When they compute the transitional cost on the arcs of the network as flows, the nor-
malized cross correlation between the upper one-fourth bounding boxes of the corresponding
two detection observations is used.
Color histogram representation. Color histogram is effective to capture the statistical in-
formation of target region. For example, distance between color histograms are used to calcu-
late likelihood in [Kratz and Nishino, 2010]. Similarly, to capture the dissimilarity, Sugimura et
al. use the Bhattacharyya distance between hue-saturation color histograms when constructing
a graph [Sugimura et al., 2009].
Covariance matrix representation. The covariance matrix descriptor is employed to rep-
resent the appearance of an object in [Henriques et al., 2011, Hu et al., 2012].
Bag of words representation. Fast dense SIFT-like features [Lowe, 2004] are computed
in [Yang et al., 2009] and encoded based on the bag-of-word model. To incorporate spatial
information, the Spatial Pyramid Matching (SPM) method [Lazebnik et al., 2006] is adopted.
It is used as an observation model for appearance modeling.
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2.4.1.3 Multi-cue based Appearance Model
Different kinds of cues can compensate each other, making appearance model more robust.
However, there arises an issue that how to fuse the information from multiple cues. Regarding
this, the following discusses over five popular strategies for multiple cues.
Boosting. The strategy of Boosting usually selects a portion of features from a feature pool
sequentially via a Boosting based algorithm (e.g. Adaboost by [Kuo et al., 2010] and RealBoost
by [Yang and Nevatia, 2012c]). Features are selected according to their discrimination power.
A discriminative appearance model is proposed in [Kuo et al., 2010] to assign high similarity
to tracklets which are of the same object, but low affinity to tracklets of different objects.
Similarly, Yang et al. employ the standard RealBoost algorithm to learn the feature weights
from training sample set [Yang and Nevatia, 2012c]. A HybridBoost algorithm is proposed
in [Li et al., 2009] to automatically select features with maximum discrimination.
Concatenating. A SVM model classifier is trained to distinguish a specific target from
targets in its temporal window. Color, HOG and optical flow are concatenated and further pro-
cessed with PCA projection for dimension reduction to describe detection responses [Brendel
et al., 2011].
Summation. Mitzel et al. integrate color information with depth information to simulta-
neously segment and track multiple objects [Mitzel et al., 2010]. The probabilities computed
from color and depth are weighted by a parameter. The similar weighting strategy is adopted
in [Liu et al., 2012] to balance two cues of raw pixel intensity and silhouette.
Product. A formula of production is adopted in [Song et al., 2010]. The likelihood con-
sidering color histogram is multiplied with the likelihood regarding foreground response to
compute the final likelihood in the observation model. Likelihoods in terms of shape, texture
and depth are multiplied to be the weight of a particle in the Bayesian framework [Giebel
et al., 2004]. Dividing the scene under multiple cameras into multiple grids, appearance model
is constructed based on color model and ground plane occupancy estimation [Berclaz et al.,
2006]. Similarity concerning these two cues are multiplied in the MAP formula.
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Cascading. Cues of depth, shape and texture are utilized in a cascade manner to narrow
the search space for multiple object detection and tracking in [Gavrila and Munder, 2007].
Real-time performance is achieved by doing so. The similar idea is also used in [Izadinia et al.,
2012b].
In this thesis, color histogram, HOG and LBP are employed as features to build appearance
model in Chapter 3 and Chapter 4 for their efficiency. In modeling appearance, they are jointly
used in a concatenating way. Super-pixel and Deformable Part Model are employed in Chapter
5 for appearance modeling. These two kinds of representation are effective and kind of robust
to occlusion.
2.4.2 Motion Model
Object motion model is important for multiple object tracking since it can predict the potential
position of objects in future frames, to reduce search space. In general, objects are assumed to
move smoothly (cf. the abrupt motion is a special case). Most of existing motion models can
be divided into the following two classes.
2.4.2.1 Constant Velocity Motion Models/Linear Motion Models
Objects following this kind of models are assumed to move with constant velocity [Shafique
et al., 2008, Yu et al., 2007]. The velocity of object in the next frame is the same as the cur-
rent velocity (added by process noise independently drawn from some types of distributions).
For example, Breitenstein et al. employ a constant velocity motion model to propagate parti-
cles [Breitenstein et al., 2009]. In their model, the more the number of successfully tracked
frames is, the smaller the variance will be. Method in [Andriyenko and Schindler, 2011, Milan
et al., 2014] also adopts such constant velocity models. To be specific, the model consid-
ers differences between the velocities of one object in different time instants. Intuitively, it
penalizes the difference between velocities and forces trajectories to be smooth. A constant
velocity model considering both the forward velocity and the backward velocity is proposed
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in [Xing et al., 2009] to compute the affinity between two tracklets in terms of motion. The
forward-direction motion (the backward-direction motion vice visa) is described by a Gaussian
distribution centered in the position of the head response of one tracklet. Then it estimates
the probability of the position plus forward displacement of tail response of the other tracklet.
Different from traditional graph based MOT approaches which treat each node as an individ-
ual observation (e.g., one detection response), node is treated as a pair of tracklets in [Yang
and Nevatia, 2012b]. The affinity in terms of motion is calculated based on the displacement
between the estimated positions via a linear motion model and the observed positions. This
motion model is essentially the same as the one in [Xing et al., 2009] and widely applied in
many works [Kuo et al., 2010, Kuo and Nevatia, 2011, Yang et al., 2011, Qin and Shelton,
2012, Nillius et al., 2006]. However, it only considers the pair of tracklets itself. A motion
model concerning two pairs of tracklets is proposed in [Yang and Nevatia, 2012b]. Apart from
considering position and velocity, Kuo and Nevatia also take the accelerate rate into consider-
ation in [Kuo and Nevatia, 2011].
2.4.2.2 Non-linear Motion Model
A non-linear motion model is proposed in [Yang and Nevatia, 2012a] to produce more accurate
motion affinity between tracklets. Given two tracklets T1 and T2 which belong to the same
target in Figure 2.3(a), a linear motion model would produce low probability to link them.
Employing the nonlinear motion model, the gap between tail of tracklet T1 and head of tracklet
T2 could be reasonably explained by a support tracklet T0. As shown in Figure 2.3(b), elements
of T0 are matched with the tail of T1 and the head of T2. Then the real path to bridge T1 and
T2 is estimated based on T0.
In this thesis, motion smoothness is assumed in all chapters. Meanwhile, in Chapter 4 a
linear motion model based on cosine similarity is developed for its efficiency.
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(a) (b) 
Figure 2.3: An image comparing the linear motion model (a) with the non-linear motion model (b)
[Yang and Nevatia, 2012a]. Best viewed in color.
2.4.3 Interaction Model
Interaction model captures the influence of an object to other objects. In the crowd scenery, an
object would be affected by “force” from others. For instance, when a pedestrian is walking
on the street, he would consider his speed, direction and destination, in order to avoid collision
with others. Another example is that when a group of people walks across a street, each of
them follows others and guides others at the same time. They form a motion pattern and every
one follows this pattern. In fact, these are examples of two typical interaction models known as
the social force models [Helbing and Molnar, 1995] and the crowd motion pattern models [Hu
et al., 2008].
2.4.3.1 Social Force Models
In social force models, objects are considered as agencies which determine their speed, ve-
locity, destination based on observations of other objects and the around environment. More
specifically, target behavior is modeled based on individual force and group force.
Individual force. For each individual in the scenario of multiple objects, two types of force
are considered: 1) fidelity, which means one should not change his desired destination and
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2) constancy, which means one should not suddenly change his velocity, including speed and
direction.
Group force. For a whole group, three types of force are considered: 1) attraction, which
means individuals moving together as a group should stay close, 2) repulsion, which means
that individuals moving together as a group should keep some distance away from others to
make all participants comfortable and 3) coherence, which means individuals moving together
as a group should be with similar velocity.
The majority of existing publications with social force model follows the concepts of these
two types of force. For instance, by minimizing an energy function considering sudden speed
change and drift from destination for an object, the search space of its destination is largely
reduced in [Pellegrini et al., 2009]. Consequently, the data association procedure is further
simplified . In [Yamaguchi et al., 2011] the destination of an object is determined by consid-
ering the so-called personal, social and environmental factors, which are formulated as extra
terms in a cost function. Social grouping behavior is considered to improve the performance
of data association for MOT [Qin and Shelton, 2012]. To be specific, people are assumed to
form K groups and every tracklet assigned to the same group should be consistent with the
group mean trajectory. Two factors, repulsion and group motion, are considered in [Choi and
Savarese, 2010]. The repulsion factor tries to separate objects if they are too close to each
other. Group motion factor assumes the relative distance between two objects in continuous
two frames should keep unchanged. A social force model of four components is proposed
in [Scovanner and Tappen, 2009] to learn dynamics of pedestrians in the real world. These
four components contribute four energy terms which consider avoidance of jump in the space
grid, constant velocity, destination and collisions respectively. These four energy terms are
weighted to form an energy objective which is then minimized to predict the movement of a
target.
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2.4.3.2 Crowd Motion Pattern Models
Inspired by the crowd simulation literature [Zhan et al., 2008], motion patterns are introduced
to alleviate the difficulty of tracking an individual object in crowd. In general, this type of
models is applied in the highly-crowded scenario where objects are usually quite small. In
this case, cues such as appearance and individual motion are ambiguous, thus motion from the
crowd is a comparably reliable cue.
There have been some works in this direction. For example, an assumption is made that
the behavior of an individual is determined by the scene layout and the surrounding objects
in [Ali and Shah, 2008] and three kinds of force from the floor fields are proposed. These fields
are Static Floor Fields (SFF), Boundary Floor Field (BFF) and Dynamic Floor Field (DFF).
SEF considers the scene structure. BFF takes the barriers in the scene into consideration. DFF
captures the motion of a crowd around to determine the future positions of objects in the crowd.
Observing that a group of pedestrians exhibits collective spatio-temporal structure, movement
of an object within any local space-time location of a video are learned by training a set of
Hidden Markov Models (HMM) in [Kratz and Nishino, 2010, Kratz and Nishino, 2012]. The
entire video is divided into local spatio-temporal cubes. The motion pattern of a specific spatio-
temporal cube is represented as a 3D Gaussian distribution considering the 3D gradients of all
pixels in the cube. This motion pattern is assumed to vary through time and exhibits the Markov
property. Thus the future motion pattern could be predicted based on the previous states, and
the predicted motion pattern can constrain tracking of objects in the concerned spatio-temporal
location. Correlated Topic Model (CTM) is adopted in [Rodriguez et al., 2009] to learn various
motion behaviors in the scene. A tracker which can predict a rough displacement based on
scene codebook from all the moving pixel in the unstructured scene, along with the learned
high-level behavior, are weighted to track objects. Similar to image retrieval, motion pattern
could also be retrieved in [Rodriguez et al., 2011]. Motion patterns are firstly learned in an
unsupervised and offline manner from a database composed of a large number of videos. Then
given a test video, a set of space-time patches are matched to obtain motion prior, which assists
object tracking.
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2.4.4 Exclusion Model
Exclusion is a constraint due to physical collisions. Given multiple detection responses and
multiple trajectory hypotheses, there are generally two constraints to be considered. The first
one is the so-called detection-level exclusion [Milan et al., 2013a], i.e., two different detection
responses in the same frame cannot be assigned to an identical trajectory hypothesis. The
second one is the so-called trajectory-level exclusion, i.e., two trajectories cannot occupy an
identical detection response.
2.4.4.1 Detection-level Exclusion Modeling
The detection-level exclusion is explicitly modeled by defining a cost term to penalize the
case if two simultaneous and distant detection responses are assigned the same label of tra-
jectory with a cost in [Milan et al., 2013a]. Label propagation is employed in [KC and
De Vleeschouwer, 2013] for multiple object tracking. To model exclusion, a special exclu-
sion graph is constructed to capture the constraint that detection responses with the same time
stamp (occurring at the same time) should have different labels.
2.4.4.2 Trajectory-level Exclusion Modeling
To model the trajectory level exclusion, Milan et al. penalize the case that two close trajectories
Ti and Tj have different labels [Milan et al., 2013a]. The penalty is proportional to the spatial-
temporal overlap between Ti and Tj. The closer the two trajectories, the higher penalty it is.
Similarly, mutual exclusion is modeled as an additional cost term to penalize the case that two
trajectories are very close to each other. The cost is reversely proportional to the minimum
distance between the trajectories in their temporal overlap [Andriyenko et al., 2012]. By doing
so, one of the trajectory would be abandoned to avoid the collision. Exclusion is also modeled
as a constraint in the objective function of network flow in [Butt and Collins, 2013a].
In this thesis, non-maximum suppression is employed to tackle the trajectory-level exclu-
sion in Chapter 3 and Chapter 4. The detection-level exclusion is naturally handled by the
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exclusion of membership assignment of clustering, and the trajectory-level exclusion is ad-
dressed by the cannot-link in Chapter 5.
2.4.5 Occlusion Handling
Occlusion can lead to ID switch or fragmentation of trajectories. In order to handle occlusion,
various kinds of strategies have been proposed.
2.4.5.1 Part-to-whole
This strategy is built on the assumption that, part of the object is still visible when occlusion
happens. Based on this assumption, this strategy observe and utilize the visible part to infer
state of the whole object. Hu et al. propose a block-division model to deal with occlusion
[Hu et al., 2012]. In this model, object is divided into multiple blocks without overlap. This
model brings benefits of two folds to the tracking problem under occlusion. Firstly, spatial
information is considered as likelihood of an observation is the product of likelihood of all
its blocks. Secondly, an occlusion map could be obtained according to reconstruction errors
of all blocks which could be further utilized to selectively update appearance model. Part
based appearance model is learned to distinguish an object from other objects around and
the background in [Yang and Nevatia, 2012c]. To explicitly deal with occlusion, object is
represented with 15 parts. Once a part is found occluded, all the features from that part are
assumed to be invalid. The appearance model is learned via a boosting algorithm. Part based
model is also applied in [Izadinia et al., 2012b] as a multi-person multi-part tracker. The whole
body and individual body parts are tracked and the final trajectory estimation is obtained by
jointly considering association between the whole human body and the individual human body
parts. In case of occlusion, the visible parts are detected and trajectories of visible parts are
estimated. Along with the trajectory of the whole body, the complete trajectory is recovered.
A similar part based model for occlusion handling is also proposed in [Shu et al., 2012].
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2.4.5.2 Hypothesize-and-test
This strategy sidesteps challenges from occlusion by hypothesizing proposals and testing the
proposals according to observations at hand. For example, an Explicit Occlusion Model (EOM)
is proposed in [Zhang et al., 2008] and integrated into the cost-flow framework to handle long-
term occlusion. Occlusion hypotheses are generated based on occlusion constraints. If the
distance and scale difference between two observations are small enough, then they are oc-
cludable. The generated hypotheses along with the original observations (tracklets) are given
as input to the cost-flow framework and MAP is conducted to obtain the optimal solution. The
model adopted in [Tang et al., 2013, Tang et al., 2014] also follows a hypothesize-and-test
fashion to handle occlusion. Specifically, a double-person detector is built to be aware of dif-
ferent levels of occlusion between two people. They train a double-person detector based on
instances generated by synthetically combining two objects with different levels of occlusion.
Along with the traditional single person detector, this multi-person detector is employed as the
basis of multiple object tracking.
2.4.5.3 Buffer-and-recover
This strategy buffers observations when occlusion happens and remembers states of objects
before occlusion. When occlusion ends, object states are recovered based on the buffered
observations and the stored states before occlusion. Mitzel et al. combine a level-set tracker
and a high-level tracker based on detection in [Mitzel et al., 2010]. The high-level tracker is
employed to initialize new tracks from detection response and the level-set tracker is used to
tackle the frame-to-frame data association. To tackle occlusion, the high-level tracker keeps
a trajectory alive for up to 15 frames when occlusion happens, and extrapolates the position
to grow the dormant trajectory through occlusion. In case the object reappears, the track is
triggered again and the identity is maintained. Ryoo and Aggarwal propose an “observe-and-
explain" strategy to handle the inter-object occlusion and scene-object occlusion [Ryoo and
Aggarwal, 2008]. Their strategy saves computation cost as an observation mode is activated
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when the state of tracking is not clear due to occlusion. When they get enough observations,
explanations are generated. It could also be treated as a “buffer-and-recover" strategy.
2.4.5.4 Others
The strategies described above do not cover all the tactics in the community. On one hand, in
practice there exists a method which addresses occlusion based on overlap between detection
bounding boxes. It is simple but works in some cases. On the other hand, the three strategies
above are not mutually exclusive. Sometimes they are combined and used simultaneously.
2.5 Evaluation Metrics & Data Sets
Evaluation of MOT approaches is based on metrics from [Keni and Rainer, 2008, Li et al.,
2009] as follows:
MOTA combines the false positive rate, false negative rate and mismatch rate for MOT.
MOTP simply calculates the average overlap between the ground truth and the estimated
objects.
MT is the percentage of the ground-truth trajectories which are covered temporally for over
80% in time.
ML is the percentage of the ground-truth trajectories which are recovered for less than 20%
in length.
FM metric counts the number of interruptions of the ground-truth trajectories.
IDS counts the number of times that the ground-truth trajectories change their matched
IDs.
To evaluate the proposed methods in this thesis, data sets shown in 2.3 are employed.
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Table 2.3: Details of data sets employed in this thesis.
Name # of frames Resolution
Zebra 28 480×272
Crab 210 640×368
Antelope 173 480×272
Hockey 101 360×240
Flower 500 360×240
Goose 152 640×360
Sailing 243 480×368
Airshow 201 640×368
TUD-Stadtmitte 179 640×480
ETHMS-Sunnyday 354 640×480
ETHMS-Bahnhof 999 640×480
ParkingLot 748 1920×1080
As the problem of GMOT is relatively new in the computer vision community, the state-
of-the-art performance of existing methods is difficult to define and given. However, in experi-
mental sections of the following chapters, performance of existing popular methods applied to
this problem would be reported.
2.6 The Most Relevant Work
In recent years, some researchers have attempted to investigate generalization of the MOT
problem to any kind of objects. The ideal method should involve minimal manual efforts on
labeling and should not require any offline detectors. In [Zhao et al., 2012], Zhao et al. propose
to track multiple similar objects by requiring one instance in the first frame to be labeled. They
firstly track this object, collect training samples, and train an object detector for this kind of
objects in the first few frames. Then they start from the first frame again, detect the top M
(specified by the user) similar objects and track them in the subsequent frames. Compared
with DFT, this work saves much labeling labor. However, the number of objects to track is
still fixed. Multiple similar objects are tracked in [Dicle et al., 2013]. However, the detection
responses are given as inputs to the algorithm rather than by detection. Brostow and Cipolla
deal with GMOT without any supervision [Brostow and Cipolla, 2006]. Assuming that a pair
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of points that appears to move together is likely to be part of the same individual, feature points
are tracked and motion clustering is conducted to discover and maintain identical entities.
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3CHAPTER
GENERIC MOT BY MULTI-TASK
LEARNING
For the problem of generic multiple object tracking, it is relatively easy when objects are iso-
lated or can be clearly distinguished from background and other objects. However, in crowd
scenarios, there are frequent occlusions and interactions among objects and many objects have
similar appearance. All these issues lead to confusion. A large volume of studies have tackled
these challenges. Owing to the great success in object detection (especially human or pedes-
trian detection), most current approaches take the tracking-by-detection strategy for MOT prob-
lems, and good results are reported on some public data sets. However, existing methods for
MOT mainly rely on a pedestrian detector and thus have been applied to sequences of pedes-
trians only, rather than sequences of general type objects.
In this chapter, a method for tracking multiple objects of a general type by the tracking-
by-detection strategy is proposed. Similar to multiple pedestrian tracking, a detector which is
aware of objects of a generic type is required, and multiple trackers can track these discovered
objects individually. From the methodological perspective, this is a problem composed of two
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stages. In the first stage, it is treated as a binary classification problem, which has a goal of
distinguishing objects from background. In the second stage, each object is discriminated from
other objects via tracking, thus it can be considered as a multi-class classification problem.
In the aforementioned two-stage problem, each sample has two kinds of labels. For de-
tection, the label is “object” or “background”. For tracking, its label is “object i” or not. This
problem differs from the traditional multi-object tracking problem, where target objects (pedes-
trians), despite being of the same type, have quite different appearances due to e.g. clothes. In
the concerned problem, target objects are of the same type and visually more alike (see Figure
3.1). Similar objects can be jointly modeled effectively, and this motivates me to formulate the
problem as a Multiple Task Learning (MTL) problem.
In the MTL literature, it has been proven helpful to learn related tasks jointly rather than
individually. The relevance among the tasks is typically encoded by sharing a common part
of features or embedding the learners in a low rank subspace. As mentioned above, there
are two main tasks – detection and tracking, and the main tracking task is further partitioned
into multiple sub-tasks. Correspondingly, there are one detector and multiple trackers in the
classifier space. Taking the learning of them as multiple tasks, the relevance among them
is modeled in two folds. Globally, an algorithm called the Mean-Regularized Joint Feature
Learning is proposed to associate the two main tasks in the manner that the trackers are learned
not to deviate much from the mean i.e. the detector. Locally, the multiple trackers are associated
by sharing common features.
Moreover, most previous methods for multi-object tracking train a detector off-line and
then classify each testing sample i.e. a scan-window independently (thus locally). In contrast,
contextual information such as similarities among samples can help learn a better detector.
The Laplacian SVM [Belkin et al., 2006] which includes a smoothness constraint among all
labeled and unlabeled samples at present (thus globally) is employed for object detection. The
smoothness term is also incorporated into tracking, yielding better trackers.
The main contribution of the proposed method is threefold:
• Objects of a general type rather than pedestrians are considered for MOT in crowds.
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To the best of my knowledge, this is the first attempt to tackle the detection and tracking of
multiple generic objects in crowds.
• This problem (GMOT) is formulated into MTL. I propose a novel Mean Regularized
Joint Feature Learning method. In the method, the detection and tracking of a general type
of multiple objects are linked using the detector as the mean to regularize the multiple track-
ers. Additionally, sharable features are selected among different trackers to better relate one
tracking task to the others.
• Formulations of a linear Laplacian SVM classifier are derived for detection. The smooth-
ness term in the modified linear Laplacian SVM enables to view the candidates globally. The
linear classifier is easy to incorporate into the MTL framework. A smoothness term is also
introduced into the learning of multiple trackers.
With regard to the generality of objects’ types, this work is related to multi-class object
detection [Wu and Nevatia, 2007a, Mikolajczyk et al., 2006, Torralba et al., 2007] to some
extent. However, for multi-class object detection, the classes of objects are known in advance
and there are sufficient training samples available to train good classifiers. In the concerned
problem, object type is not known and training data can only be collected online.
3.1 Multiple Task Learning
Generally, there are multiple tasks in Multiple Task Learning (MTL) [Caruana, 1997], whereas
each task is related to other tasks. The motivation of multi-task learning is that learning multiple
related tasks simultaneously outperforms learning them independently. The benefits are: (1)
sharing information among multiple tasks; (2) joint feature learning; (3) capability of training
without sufficient training data; (4) and so on. Let me take an example to give an intuitive
illustration of multi-task learning. Assuming there are a few schools and student properties
such as student ID, student age, student height as training samples associated with each school.
For each school, there is a set of training samples. There are multiple tasks here, i.e., for each
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school, the task is to predict the score of a student in this school. Obviously, these multiple
tasks are related to each other as they are dealing with the same problem. One issue is that
there are scarce training samples for each task. Thus training a model for each task with the
limited training data probably leads to poor generalization ability. Multi-task learning can help
here to train these multiple tasks at the same time in order to share information among them.
The most important issue of multi-task learning is how to model the relevance among mul-
tiple tasks. Appropriate modeling of the relevance among multiple tasks would lead to per-
formance boost, which is the motivation and benefit of learning multiple tasks simultaneously
rather than independently. However, if the relationship among multiple tasks is not modeled
appropriately, decrease in the performance would probably happen.
Assuming there are m tasks and m learners, let these multiple learners be W =
[w1,w2, ...,wm], where W ∈ Rd×m and d is the dimension of feature space. For the i-th task,
there are training samples as Xi ∈ Rd×Ni and labels or groundtruth yi ∈ RNi . In most cases, to
learn multiple learners at the same time, one should minimize a cost function composed of two
sub-parts. One is a cost term f (•) from the training data, and the other one is a regularization
term g (•) which models the relationship among multiple learners. It can be written as
L = f (W,X, y) + g (W) . (3.1)
The cost term is the same as an ordinary term that usually adopts the least square form,
or the Hamming distance to measure the difference between the model prediction and the
groundtruth of training data. For instance, the least square form of the cost term is:
f (W,X, y) =
m
∑
i=1
1
Ni
‖ XTi Wi − yi ‖2 . (3.2)
In recent years, typical ways of associating multiple tasks include:
• Mean regularized MTL [Evgeniou and Pontil, 2004] which assumes that all tasks are
related to each other, and all tasks are regularized to not drift away from the mean of all
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tasks. Intuitively, the regularization term penalizes the deviation of each task from the
mean, which would try to make them as close as possible.
• Embedded feature selection [Liu et al., 2009, Obozinski et al., 2010] which aims to
learn/select some features more expressive for multiple tasks, so it is also called joint
feature learning. Usually these features are selected by assuming that all the models
share a set of common features. In formulation, this constraint is modeled as group spar-
sity of model vectors W. Obviously, as the sparsity works, some dimensions of model
vectors W would be zero. This procedure chooses the features corresponding to the
non-zero dimensions of W.
• Low-rank subspace learning [Ji and Ye, 2009] which captures the relatedness among
multiple tasks. Assuming all the model vectors share a subspace, the regularization term
is usually represented by the rank of the model vectors W as Rank (W). However, as the
rank minimization is NP hard in practice, it is usually relaxed to the trace norm which is
theoretically shown to be a good approximation for the rank function.
• Clustered MTL [Zhou et al., 2011b] which supposes that tasks have a clustered structure,
and tasks in the same cluster are closer to each other compared with the ones in another
cluster. Based on this, the clustered MTL captures the relevance among multiple tasks
similar to the K-means clustering.
• Tree regularized MTL [Kim and Xing, 2010] which employs the tree structure to model
the relevance among multiple tasks. Within the tree structure, tasks corresponding to
the nodes with the same parent node are close to each other, and the similarity between
nodes/tasks are determined by the common depth that these nodes share in the tree struc-
ture.
• Graph regularized MTL [Chen et al., 2010] which utilizes the graph structure to represent
the relationship among task models. In the graph structure, each vertex indicates a task
model, and the edge connecting two vertexes measures the similarity between the two
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tasks by the weight associated with it. One way to regularize the multiple tasks is to
penalize the difference between two tasks.
In terms of applications in the computer vision community, MTL is combined with the
boosting framework to learn the features shared by multiple classes to conduct multi-class
detection. By doing so, it can avoid construction of a specialized classifier for each class
in [Torralba et al., 2007]. MTL is also utilized to handle single object tracking in [Zhang
et al., 2012] by treating representation of multiple particles based on the collected templates as
multiple tasks.
3.2 Methodology
In this approach, the tracking-by-detection strategy is employed for multiple object tracking
in crowds. Given the initial bounding box of an arbitrary target object in the first frame, a
classifier is trained to discriminate all target objects from background. For each of the detected
objects, an individual tracker is trained by taking the corresponding object as a positive sample,
and other objects around it and random background patches as negative samples. Then the
trackers are used to follow those objects in the subsequent frames respectively. After processing
every few frames, objects which are tracked confidently are selected to retrain the detector.
When the detector is aware of new objects or disappearance of existing objects, new trackers
are generated or the existing trackers are deleted. Figure 3.1 illustrates the overview of the
approach.
3.2.1 Generic Detector
For detection, candidates are generated using the sliding window strategy [Viola and Jones,
2004]. Like the previous work, most of the candidates can be rejected confidently. However,
unlike pedestrian detection, the type of objects is unknown. To tackle this problem, some
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Figure 3.1: An overview of the proposed approach. (a) Problem decomposition within the MTL frame-
work. (b) Detection by the linear Laplacian SVM (given one initial bounding box). Graphs of two
continuous frames are shown here. (c) Tracking results of continuous two frames. I zoom in a part of
the image to give a clear view. (d) Tracking by the detector regularized multiple trackers (see Section
3.2.2). Each object is associated with a graph. The dotted line between each tracker and the detector
indicates their association. This figure is best viewed in color.
efficient criteria including Region Variance, Edge Density and Color Contrast are employed in
the following to measure the objectness [Alexe et al., 2010] of candidate windows and then
reject candidates which are not likely to be objects.
Region Variance. This criterion computes the variance of the pixels within a candidate
region as RV = 1NR−1 ∑i(gi − g¯), where NR is the number of pixels in the region, gi is the
gray intensity of pixel i and g¯ is the mean intensity of all the pixels in this region. This criterion
can reject some candidates from the background such as grass or sky.
Edge Density. This criterion calculates the density of edge pixels within a region as ED =
1
NR ∑i 1{i ∈ ER}, where 1{·} is the indicator function, ER is the set of pixels which belong
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to edge. This criterion helps to reject candidates which are too smooth. Note that in [Alexe
et al., 2010] the Edge Density is also a cue to measure the objectness, but here I use different
methods to calculate the edge density.
Color Contrast. The Color Contrast cue is borrowed as CC(θCC) = χ(hRegion,hSurr(θCC))
from [Alexe et al., 2010] to measure the objectness of a window. hRegion is the color histogram
of the region and hSurr(θCC) is the color histogram of the surrounding of the region (θCC mea-
sures how large the surrounding is). χ(·, ·) is the chi-square distance function. Although this
criterion is used in [Alexe et al., 2010] where only one object is in the image scene, it is also
helpful to reject some windows in my case.
Typically the number of sliding windows is greater than 30, 000, and the number of
windows survived from these three rejecters is about 1000. This enables me to adopt an
elaborate detector. The survived windows are treated as unlabeled samples and written as
Xu = [x1, ..., xnu ], where xi ∈ Rd, d is the dimension of the feature space. As an initial bound-
ing box has been given as a target object, the positive sample set is augmented by adding some
slight disturbance to it. At the same time, instances are sampled in a further distance (between
r1 and r2) as negative data. The corresponding labels of them are yi ∈ {1,−1}, i = 1, · · ·, nl ,
where yi = 1 means xi is object and yi = −1 corresponds to non-object (background). Along
with the unlabeled candidates, all the n samples are written as X = [Xl , Xu] ∈ Rd×n.
The detector is defined as f (x) = wT0 x, where w0 ∈ Rd. To tackle the detection problem,
the following objective function is minimized:
Lp = γ1‖w0‖2 + γ2wT0 XLXTw0 + γ3
nl
∑
i=1
[1− yi f (xi)] . (3.3)
In Equation 3.3, the first term is the regularization of the classifier to improve the gener-
alization ability, the second term is the smoothness among all the samples and the third term
is the fitting error of the labeled samples. L is the Laplacian matrix calculated from the graph
constructed based on all the samples. It is notable that this objective function has the same
form as Laplacian SVM [Belkin et al., 2006]. However, here I modify the original Laplacian
SVM to the linear case.
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Detection:  All  target
objects are detected
as the single object class
Tracking: detected objects
are tracked individually
All tasks are related
Each task is unique
MOT MTL
Figure 3.2: Formulation of the MOT problem into MTL. This figure is best viewed in color.
Introducing the slack variables ε i, the primal problem is:
min
w0,εi
γ1‖w0‖2 + γ2wT0 XLXTw0 + γ3
nl
∑
i=1
ε i ,
s.t. yiwT0 x ≥ 1− ε i, i = 1, 2, ..., nl ,
ε i ≥ 0, i = 1, 2, ..., nl .
(3.4)
Following the primal-dual formulation, I have:
max
α∈Rnl
nl
∑
i=1
αi − 12α
TQα ,
s.t. 0 ≤ αi ≤ γ3, i = 1, 2, ..., nl ,
(3.5)
where Q = YTJTXT(2γ1I + 2γ2XLXT)−1XJY, J = [I 0]T is a n× nl matrix with I as the
nl × nl identity matrix, Y = diag(y1, ..., ynl ) ∈ Rnl×nl and α = [α1, ..., αnl ]T ∈ Rnl are
Lagrangian multipliers.
This problem is a typical quadratic optimization problem which can be solved by standard
optimization software. After α is obtained, w0 can be obtained by Equation 3.6. For more
details, please refer to [Belkin et al., 2006].
w0 = (2γ1I+ 2γ2XLXT)−1XJYα . (3.6)
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3.2.2 Detector Regularized Trackers
As mentioned before, for each object, an individual tracker is maintained. However, they are
objects of the same type, which is confirmed by the detector. From this perspective, the GMOT
problem can be naturally formulated within the MTL framework. All the tasks in MTL are
related, while all the objects are treated as the same type in the detection stage. All the tasks
in MTL are different from each other, while objects are treated differently when they are being
tracked. Figure 3.2 illustrates how the MOT and MTL problems are inherently linked.
Based on the above inspiration, detection and tracking of multiple objects are considered
as two main tasks, and tracking of each object as a sub-task within the MTL framework. The
tracker for object t is denoted as ft(x) = wTt x. To relate the two main tasks, the deviation of
each tracker from the detector w0 is penalized using the cost function as the following,
T
∑
t=1
‖wt −w0‖2 . (3.7)
This regularization term benefits the trackers in two aspects. Firstly, as ‖wt‖2 = ‖wt −
w0 + w0‖2 ≤ ‖wt − w0‖2 + ‖w0‖2, and ‖w0‖2 has been minimized in the detection stage,
thus minimizing ‖wt − w0‖2 equals minimizing ‖wt‖2, further improving the generalization
ability of each tracker. Secondly, this term can prevent trackers from drifting to the background
as each tracker is forced to be close to the detector.
Furthermore, relatedness of multiple sub-tasks is encoded by learning the features jointly
shared by all the trackers via a regularization term ‖W‖2,1, where W ∈ Rd×T is the matrix
composed of all the trackers as [w1, · · · ,wT]. ‖W‖2,1 is the `2,1 norm of W which first com-
putes the `2 norm of each row to obtain a column vector, then computes the `1 norm of the
column vector. This regularization term can result in that only some rows of W are non-zero,
which correspond to the features shared by all sub-tasks. Figure 3.3 shows this clearly.
In addition, a smoothness term is introduced for each tracker. The smoothness term enables
the tracker to view the labeled and unlabeled samples (candidates) together. It has been applied
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Figure 3.3: Features are learned jointly.
to the MTL framework by Luo et al. [Luo et al., 2013] to handle semi-supervised learning.
Here it is introduced to gain the smoothness property of all the trackers.
The nearby instances around the current estimation (in the current frame) are sampled as
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positive data, and the farther instances away from the current estimation (in the current frame)
are sampled as negative data. The surrounding samples in the next frame are taken as unlabeled
data. Having obtained training data, the Mean Regularized Joint Feature Learning algorithm
which minimizes the following objective function is proposed:
min
W∈Rd×T
1
2
T
∑
t=1
‖JTt XTt wt −Yt‖2 + ρ1‖W‖2,1 +
ρ2
2
T
∑
t=1
‖wt −w0‖2 + ρ32
T
∑
t=1
wTt XtLtX
T
t wt ,
(3.8)
where Xt ∈ Rd×(nlt+nut ) is the combination of nlt labeled samples and nut unlabeled samples
for a sub-task t, Jt = [
I 0
0 0
] is a (nlt + n
u
t )× (nlt + nut ) matrix with I as the nlt × nlt identity
matrix. Yt ∈ R(nlt+nut ) is the label vector of task t (0 is given to the unlabeled data as neutral
label). Lt is the Laplacian matrix associated with the graph of task t, and ρ1, ρ2, ρ3 are the
trade-off parameters. The above objective function captures the relatedness of the multiple
tasks from two perspectives. One lies in the feature level, which makes the tasks share a
common set of features. The other one lies in the classifier level, which encodes that all of the
trackers should not be too different from the detector.
Solving Equation 3.8. The Accelerated Gradient Method (AGM) [Nesterov, 2007] is
adopted to solve this composite optimization problem. Compared to the traditional gradient
method, the AGM has the convergence speed of O( 1k2 ) (i.e. it achieves the solution with
O( 1k2 ) residual from the optimal solution after k iterations), which is the optimal among
the first order methods. For the sake of convenience, Equation 3.8 is written as a combi-
nation of a smooth component L(W) = 12 ∑Tt=1 ‖JTt XTt wt − Yt‖2 + ρ22 ∑Tt=1 ‖wt − w0‖2 +
ρ3
2 ∑
T
t=1 wTt XtLtX
T
t wt and a non-smooth component Ω(W) = ρ1‖W‖2,1. The AGM here it-
erates by using a linear combination of previous two points as the search point, rather than
the latest point in the traditional gradient method. Each AGM iteration is composed of two
steps: (1) Generalized Gradient Mapping which updates W(k+1) given the search point W(k)S ,
(2) Updating the current search point W(k)S by combining the previous two points.
(1) Generalized Gradient Mapping: given the current search point W(k)S , the estimation
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Algorithm 1: Mean Regularized Joint Feature Learning for MOT
Data: Xt,Yt,w0, t = 1, · · · , T.
Result: W.
1 Initialization: each column of W(0) and W(1) is Xt ∗Yt, t(0) = 0, t(1) = 1,
k = 1,α = (t(0) − 1)/t(1), W(1)S = (1+ α)W(1) − αW(0).
2 while not converged do
3 Obtain U = W(k)S − 1γ∇L(W(k)S ),
4 Solve Equation 3.11 via Equation 3.12 to acquire W(k+1)i , i = 1, · · · , d,
5 Update the search point as W(k+1)S = (1+ α)W
(k+1) − αW(k),
6 k← k+ 1, t(k+1) ← 12 (1+
√
1+ 4(t(k))2), α← (t(k) − 1)/t(k+1).
W(k+1) can be obtained by solving Equation 3.9
W(k+1) = argmin
W
γ
2
‖W− (W(k)S −
1
γ
∇L(W(k)S ))‖2F +Ω(W) , (3.9)
where γ is a step parameter and ∇L(W) is the gradient of L(W). Each column of ∇L(W)
is:
XtJt(JTt X
T
t wt −Yt) + ρ2(wt −w0) + ρ3XtLtXTt wt, t = 1, · · · , T . (3.10)
Considering the computation procedure of `2,1 norm, Equation 3.9 can be decoupled as d
disjoint sub-problems in Equation 3.11 (one for each row vector Wi),
W(k+1)i = argminWi
1
2
‖Wi −Ui‖22 + λ‖Wi‖2, i = 1, · · · , d , (3.11)
where U = W(k)S − 1γ∇L(W(k)S ), Ui is the i-th row of U and λ = ρ1/γ. Following [Chen
et al., 2009, Zhang et al., 2012], the solution to Equation 3.11 is:
W(k+1)i = max(1−
λ
‖Ui‖2 , 0)Ui, i = 1, · · · , d . (3.12)
(2) Updating the current search point as a linear combination of the previous two points:
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Table 3.1: Quantitative results compared with the extended TLD (eTLD) and modified MST (mMST). In
the metrics with the upward arrow, the greater number indicates the better performance (and vice versa
for the downward arrow). For each data sequence, the last row shows results of the proposed method.
The best performance values are in bold.
Sequence MOTA ↑ MOTP ↑ Rec. ↑ Prec. ↑
Zebra (eTLD) 52.93±6.46 66.75±1.96 54.45±6.61 94.58±2.64
Zebra (mMST) 73.10±4.11 63.55±2.35 79.16±3.01 91.87±1.93
Zebra (GMOT-MTL) 75.30±2.84 66.80±0.10 77.81±3.50 97.20±0.84
Antelope (eTLD) 8.89±3.10 68.03±4.08 24.11±5.35 61.72±9.51
Antelope (mMST) 18.92±0.45 59.90±0.07 61.37±1.12 59.22±0.26
Antelope (GMOT-MTL) 30.10±12.23 62.49±4.29 69.78±6.45 63.84±5.63
W(k+1)S = (1+ α)W
(k+1) − αW(k) , (3.13)
where α = (t(k) − 1)/t(k+1) and t(k+1) = 12 (1+
√
1+ 4(t(k))2). The algorithm terminates
when the change of the function is lower than a threshold or the number of iterations has
achieved the maximum. The Mean Regularized Joint Feature Learning algorithm is summa-
rized in Algorithm 1. Note that this algorithm is implemented based on the code from the
MALSAR package [Zhou et al., 2011c].
After the solution W is obtained, each column wt is the tracker for each sub-task (each
object). For tracking, the most confident candidate is selected as the estimation of each object,
i.e.,
x∗t = argmax
x∈Xut
wTt x , (3.14)
where Xut is the unlabeled part of Xt.
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Table 3.2: Quantitative results compared with the extended TLD (eTLD) and modified MST (mMST). In
the metrics with the upward arrow, the greater number indicates the better performance (and vice versa
for the downward arrow). For each data sequence, the last row shows results of the proposed method.
The best performance values are in bold.
Sequence MT ↑ ML ↓ FM ↓ IDS ↓
Zebra (eTLD) 18.84±3.84 43.48±2.51 110.00±9.54 40.27±3.65
Zebra (mMST) 38.04±9.56 35.87± 4.64 59.25±16.68 22.45±4.79
Zebra (GMOT-MTL) 42.03±5.23 34.30±4.43 28.33±0.58 5.94±0.88
Antelope (eTLD) 1.47±2.55 77.45±5.94 117.67±42.52 70.15±30.43
Antelope (mMST) 19.12±6.24 51.47±2.08 93.00±2.83 60.07±2.15
Antelope (GMOT-MTL) 32.84±5.57 40.68±8.10 91.00±28.83 52.81±10.87
Table 3.3: Quantitative results compared with two baselines (BL1, BL2). In the metrics with the upward
arrow, the greater number indicates the better performance (and vice versa for the downward arrow).
For each data sequence, the last row shows results of the proposed method. The best performance values
are in bold.
Sequence MOTA ↑ MOTP ↑ Rec. ↑ Prec. ↑ MT ↑ ML ↓ FM ↓ IDS ↓
Zebra (BL1) 72.31 58.23 78.58 93.10 30.43 34.78 36 11
Zebra (BL2) 69.40 67.12 75.30 93.08 33.33 34.78 34 10
Zebra (GMOT-MTL) 77.69 66.78 80.30 97.02 43.48 30.43 29 7
Crab (BL1) 26.95 59.39 47.63 69.24 8.74 76.70 275 78
Crab (BL2) 32.70 59.40 45.25 77.89 9.71 74.76 284 84
Crab (GMOT-MTL) 39.06 60.00 51.50 80.65 9.71 70.87 306 92
Antelope (BL1) 24.46 67.29 65.31 61.75 35.29 39.71 59 23
Antelope (BL2) 23.62 66.73 65.55 61.27 38.24 38.24 64 27
Antelope (GMOT-MTL) 35.58 63.31 73.97 65.81 36.76 36.76 96 30
3.3 Experiments
3.3.1 Feature
The HOG [Dalal and Triggs, 2005], LBP [Wang et al., 2009b] and the Color Histogram are
computed as features and these feature vectors are concatenated to represent a window. The
joint feature learning in the proposed algorithm will select the useful features for MOT.
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Table 3.4: Quantitative results compared with other MOT approaches. In the metrics with the upward
arrow, the greater number indicates the better performance (and vice versa for the downward arrow).
The last row shows results of the proposed method. The best performance values are in bold. Note
that [Brendel et al., 2011, Breitenstein et al., 2009, Okuma et al., 2004] do not supply the MT and ML
results.
Sequence MOTA ↑ MOTP ↑ Rec. ↑ Prec. ↑ MT ↑ ML ↓
UBC Hockey (eTLD) 54.66 64.66 65.04 84.25 17.86 25.00
UBC Hockey [Brendel et al., 2011] 79.7 60.0 80.5 98.9 - -
UBC Hockey [Breitenstein et al., 2009] 76.5 57.0 77.7 98.8 - -
UBC Hockey [Okuma et al., 2004] 67.8 51.0 68.7 100 - -
UBC Hockey (GMOT-MTL) 80.30 69.09 92.37 89.20 67.86 10.71
3.3.2 Tracking Management
At runtime, a list is maintained to save the objects. If the detector discovers a new object, it
will be assigned a weight and it will be buffered. Then its weight increases when it is detected
again. In contrast, the weight decrease if it is not detected. If the weight is greater than a
threshold τ, a tracker is initialized for it. For the objects existed in the list, an opposite process
is operated to delete objects when they disappear from the image scene.
3.3.3 Parameters
Here the setting of some parameters is noted. For the Color Contrast cue, the default parameters
is used as in [Alexe et al., 2010] except θ. This parameter is empirically set as 60 as the result of
shortage of training examples. It works well on the experimental data sets. When constructing
graph, the 10-NN and the rbf kernel are employed to calculate the adjacency matrix.
3.3.4 Data Sets & Evaluation Metrics
The proposed approach (termed as GMOT-MTL) is tested on four challenging data sets named
Zebra, Crab, Antelope and UBC Hockey [Okuma et al., 2004] respectively. There are scale
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changes in the Zebra sequence and there are background clutter, scale variation and rotation in
the Crab sequence. For the Antelope and UBC Hockey sequences, there exist severe occlusions
and out-of-plane rotation.
To evaluate the tracking performance quantitatively, the Multiple Object Tracking Accu-
racy (MOTA), Multiple Object Tracking Precision (MOTP), Recall, Precision, the number of
Mostly Tracked (MT) and Mostly Lost (ML) trajectories [Li et al., 2009], FM and IDS metrics
are computed.
3.3.5 Results
The experimental results are reported as four parts. The first part compares the proposed
method with two third-party methods. The second part reports the comparison between the
proposed method and two based line methods originated from the proposed one. The third
part tests the effect from different numbers of initial bounding boxes. The fourth part tests the
proposed approach on a data set of human (UBC Hockey).
Part 1. In the first part, the proposed approach is compared with two different methods on
data sets of Zebra and Antelope. The first one is called extended TLD (eTLD). The TLD frame-
work [Kalal et al., 2012] is extended for generic MOT. The detector of the TLD framework is
based on random ferns, which can detect non-specific type objects. The extended TLD (eTLD)
selects the detected similar objects to track. The second one is modified MST (mMST) [Zhao
et al., 2012]. I borrow the problem setting from this paper. To be specific, an object indicated
by a given bounding box is tracked through 10 frames and training data is collected based on
the tracking results. According to the training data, an initial detector is trained and applied at
the first frame to detect objects. Then the following procedure is the same as the proposed ap-
proach. The comparison is based on 15 times of running each method (initialized from different
bounding boxes). Quantitative results are shown in Table 3.1 and 3.2.
The figures in Table 3.1 and 3.2 reveal that the extended TLD performs slightly worse than
the proposed approach on the Zebra sequence, but on the other sequence its results are much
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Figure 3.4: Images excerpted from Zebra sequence. The number attached to each bounding box is the
object’s ID and the yellow line is its estimated trajectory. This figure is best viewed in color.
Figure 3.5: Images excerpted from the Crab sequence. The number attached to each bounding box is
the object’s ID and the yellow line is its estimated trajectory. This figure is best viewed in color.
Figure 3.6: Images excerpted from the Antelope sequence. The number attached to each bounding box
is the object’s ID and the yellow line is its estimated trajectory. This figure is best viewed in color.
worse than the proposed one. That is because the antelopes do not have evident patterns like the
zebras and the backgrounds of this sequence are cluttered (see Figure 3.4 and Figure 3.6). The
mMST approach generally works slightly worse than GMOT-MTL on these two sequences.
Part 2. To verify the improvement from the joint feature learning term and the smoothness
term, another two baselines are developed to be compared with. The first one (BL1) is formed
by only keeping the fitting error term and the mean-regularized term. The second one (BL2)
is formed by that the jointly feature learning term is incrementally added to BL1 (still without
the smoothness term). Table 3.3 shows the quantitative results. Note that, the experiment is
conducted based on the same initial bounding box. Figures from 3.4 to 3.6 show the qualitative
results of these three data sets. It is easy to observe the improvement from the jointly feature
learning term and the smoothness term if results of GMOT-MTL are compared with those of
the two baselines BL1 and BL2.
Part 3. This part tests the effect to the final results from different numbers of initial bound-
ing boxes. Specifically, the proposed method is initialized by different numbers of bounding
boxes (ranging from 1 to 7 in the experiment) on the Zebra sequence, and the results from
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Figure 3.7: Images excerpted from the UBC Hockey sequence. The number attached to each bounding
box is the object’s ID and the yellow line is its estimated trajectory. This figure is best viewed in color.
Figure 3.8: Performance of the proposed method initialized by different numbers of initial bounding
boxes on the Zebra sequence.
different initial settings are compared. The results are shown in Figure 3.8 and 3.9. Generally,
the results suggests that more initial bounding boxes would lead to slightly better performance.
Part 4. To further illustrate that the proposed approach is effective, I also test it on a
public data set named UBC Hockey [Okuma et al., 2004]. The results (shown in Table 3.4) are
compared with some MOT approaches [Brendel et al., 2011, Breitenstein et al., 2009, Okuma
et al., 2004]. The purpose of comparison with other MOT approaches is to certify that the
proposed approach can also work well on some human data sets even if it is not given an
elaborate human detector.
Note that, the computation speed is about 1 frame per second on a desktop with Intel i7-965
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CPU, 8G ram and unoptimized Matlab code. The optimization stage costs most of the time.
3.4 Remarks
In this chapter I have shown how generic object crowd tracking is formulated into the multiple
task learning framework and have proposed the novel methods. I have decomposed the problem
into two main tasks and represented their relation by the proposed Mean Regularized Joint
Feature Learning algorithm. The optimization functions of these two main tasks include the
terms for the generalization ability, the smoothness, the fitting errors and feature learning.
Solving the optimization problems yields the desired list of detected and tracked objects in
frames. Experimental results on the challenging data sequences have confirmed the efficacy of
the proposed approach over the state-of-the-art ones.
It is observed that, tracking performance relies on detection performance to some extent.
Better detection results mean smaller false positive and false negative values, which conse-
quently result in better tracking performance such as greater MOTA values. Thus, seeking a
Figure 3.9: Performance of the proposed method initialized by different numbers of initial bounding
boxes on the Zebra sequence.
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better solution to online generic object detection is demanded in next chapter.
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4CHAPTER
BI-LABEL PROPAGATION FOR
GENERIC MOT
As discussed in previous chapters, the generic multiple object tracking problem is difficult due
to the lack of a reliable object detector for objects of a generic type (as a basis, this is especially
important), frequent occlusions and appearance similarity among objects. Owing to advances
in object detection (especially in pedestrian detection [Dalal and Triggs, 2005, Felzenszwalb
et al., 2010]), the task of traditional multiple object tracking can be solved efficiently using
a tracking-as-detection approach. However, generalizing the task to other objects (see the
data sets in Section 4.4) would require training a detector for each new object type, which is
impractical. In this chapter the same problem is dealt, i.e. tracking multiple objects of the same
generic type given only one initial bounding box [Luo and Kim, 2013], and the task remains
the same, i.e. recovering multiple trajectories from image observations.
Treating a concerned video as a spatio-temporal cuboid, sliding windows as unlabeled
points and the initial bounding box as a single labeled point in this cuboid, I aim to discover
and track new objects by propagating labels to similar candidates. From this perspective, it
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t t+ѐt 
Figure 4.1: The proposed framework. Yellow arrows indicate the propagation of class labels within the
same frame and white arrows indicate object label propagation over time (best viewed in color).
shares great similarity with semantic video segmentation [Badrinarayanan et al., 2010] which
aims to label all the pixels in a video given pixel labels in the first frame. However, these
two problems have significant differences: labels in video segmentation involve only a fixed
number of pre-defined classes, whereas labels in GMOT involve both binary classes (object
vs. background) and multiple classes (specific object identities). Thus the number of classes in
GMOT problem varies as objects appear or disappear. Also, in video segmentation more than
one pixel can share the same label while in GMOT object labels are exclusive.
For each sample, the labels are treated as a combination of binary class labels and ob-
ject labels (identities), and detection responses are referred as an intermediate layer between
image observations and trajectory estimations. Furthermore, a sequential label propagation
framework (Figure 4.1) is developed to propagate class labels and object labels in both spa-
tial and temporal domains. This so-called bi-label propagation framework coincides with a
tracking-by-detection strategy: through spatially propagating the class labels (yellow arrows in
Figure 4.1), the detection problem is solved, discovering the appearance and disappearance of
objects; by temporally propagating object labels (white arrows in Figure 4.1), the multi-object
tracking problem is tackled.
Learning a robust detector from a single training instance is challenging and standard meth-
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ods tend to either overfit (e.g. using a kernel SVM) or underfit (e.g. using a linear SVM). To
address the generalization issue, multiple detectors inspired by ensemble learning are trained.
Multiple detectors are inherently related to each other since they are dealing with the same type
of objects. The motivation of Multiple Task Learning (MTL) [Evgeniou and Pontil, 2004] is
to learn multiple related tasks simultaneously rather than independently. Thus, training each
of the detector is considered as one task and clustered MTL (cMTL) [Zhou et al., 2011b] is
adopted to regularize the training process of multiple detectors. In addition, images and hence
detection results are assumed to do not change drastically from frame to frame. This spatio-
temporal consistency is modeled by integrating it into the cMTL formula during the class label
propagation.
The key contributions in this chapter are (1) a probabilistic framework is proposed for
jointly propagating class and object labels in spatial and temporal domains for GMOT and (2)
cMTL is introduced for generic object detection and it is improved by considering the spatio-
temporal consistency.
Methods for generic object detection in video data require either pre-trained detec-
tors [Yang et al., 2013] or off-line training [Ali et al., 2011]. Models are adapted to a given
input video in order to improve the detection accuracy, e.g. by iterative boosting [Ali et al.,
2011]. The closest work is coupled detection and tracking [Leibe et al., 2008,Wu et al., 2012].
However, most work assumes that a detector trained offline is available. For example, in [Wu
et al., 2012], Wu et al. use a dictionary of foreground images for pedestrian detection together
with background subtraction. The work in [Leibe et al., 2008] employs off-line trained pedes-
trian and car detectors. In terms of problem setting, I follow the model-free approaches in [Luo
and Kim, 2013, Zhang and van der Maaten, 2013b]. Zhang and van der Maaten require ini-
tialization with bounding boxes of all objects. In contrast to the proposed method it does not
discover new similar objects [Zhang and van der Maaten, 2013b]. Luo and Kim first train a
generic object detector, and subsequently employ the detector to regularize the training of mul-
tiple trackers [Luo and Kim, 2013]. In contrast to this approach, I learn detection with the help
of tracking, i.e. the spatio-temporal consistency, as well as tracking based on detection, in a
joint optimization framework.
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Figure 4.2: (a) Graphical model of the proposed approach. (b) Top to bottom: sliding windows X,
detection responses Y, and trajectories Z. For sake of display, only two trajectories are shown (best
viewed in color).
4.1 Bayesian Perspective
Let X, Y and Z represent sliding windows (image observations), detection responses and tra-
jectories, respectively. Figure 4.2(a) shows graphical model which has three layers: image ob-
servation, detection, and trajectory layer, respectively. The darkly shaded nodes are observed
nodes, the transparent nodes are hidden (or latent) nodes, and the lightly shaded nodes (Y0 and
Z0) are partly observed as only a single initial bounding box is given in the first frame. From
the image layer to the detection response layer class labels are propagated. From the detection
response layer to the trajectory layer object labels are propagated.
Solving the problem corresponds to maximizing P(Z|X). Introducing variable Y could
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(a) (b) (c) 
Figure 4.3: Illustration of intra-class variance. Shown are cropped regions from (a) the Airshow se-
quence, (b) the Goose sequence and (c) the Hockey sequence.
obtain
max
Z
P(Z|X) ∝ max
Z,Y
P(Z|X,Y)P(Y|X)
= max
Z,Y
∏
t
P(Zt|Xt,Yt,Z0:t−1)P(Yt|Xt,Yt−1) ,
(4.1)
where P(Y|X) models class label propagation (detection) and P(Z|X,Y) models object label
propagation (tracking). It can be expanded sequentially as
max
Zt,Yt
P(Zt|Xt,Yt,Z0:t−1)P(Yt|Xt,Yt−1) , (4.2)
and this estimation problem can be solved by decomposition. Taking the negative logarithm of
Equation 4.2, it can be rewritten as:
min
Wt,Θt
LC(Wt) + LO(Θt) , (4.3)
where LC(Wt) models class label propagation, LO(Θt) models object label propagation and
Wt,Θt are parameters representing the detector and propagation configuration at time t. To
minimize the function, the following procedure is operated.
(1) fix Θt−1 to minimize LC via Wt;
(2) fix Wt, minimize LO via Θt;
(3) t← t+ 1 (go to the next frame).
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4.2 Class Label Propagation
Let us review the Bayesian formula of class label propagation P(Yt|Xt,Yt−1) in Equation 4.2.
The objective is to maximize the likelihood of Yt conditioned on observations Xt (spatial do-
main) and the previous estimation Yt−1 (temporal domain).
The detection problem in GMOT differs from the traditional detection problem as there
are not sufficient data to handle large intra-class variation. Figure 4.3 illustrates the extent of
intra-class variation in three test videos. This figure reveals that, even samples belong to the
same type of objects, the variance among them is considerably large.
As training a single classifier leads to underfitting or overfitting, multiple detectors are
trained and a decision is made based on all of them. Moreover, by treating training each
detector as one task, the relationship among multiple detectors is investigated and cMTL is
adopted to train these detectors simultaneously, improving the generalization ability.
In the first frame, small perturbations are added to the initial bounding box (slight shift,
rotation, scale changes) to augment the positive data. To be specific, sliding windows whose
overlap (intersection/union) with the initial bounding box greater than 0.7 are selected as pos-
itive data. Sliding windows whose overlap with the initial bounding box between 0.2 and 0.3
are negative samples. In the following frames, the training data is augmented in the same way
while the only difference is that the training data are augmented based on the detected bounding
boxes.
By randomly sampling a subset of instances from the whole training data without place-
ment m times, m sets of training data Xl,t,i ∈ Rd×Nt,i , i = 1, ...,m are obtained and their labels
are Yt,i ∈ {1,−1}Nt,i , where the subscript “l” means “labeled”, d is the feature space dimen-
sion and Nt,i is the number of instances. Let the multiple detectors be W = [w1, ...,wm] ∈
Rd×m. Using the least square error the data cost term is∑mi=1 ‖XTl,t,iwt,i−Yt,i‖2. The detectors
are related as they are dealing with objects of the same type. Meanwhile, as a result of data dis-
tribution, a cluster of instances are more similar to each other compared with others, e.g. some
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Figure 4.4: Illustration of how the spatio-temporal consistency guides the detection procedure (best
viewed in color).
instances exhibit a similar viewpoint while some do not. Consequently, some detectors will be
closer to each other in the model parameter space. Therefore the detectors are assumed to form
k clusters as Cj, j = 1, ..., k, and the coupling among all detectors is modeled following [Zhou
et al., 2011b]:
k
∑
j=1
∑
v∈Cj
‖wv − w¯j ‖2= tr(WTW)− tr(FTWTWF) , (4.4)
where w¯j is the mean of the detectors within the same cluster, tr(•) is the trace norm, and F ∈
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Rm×k is an orthogonal cluster indicator matrix with Fi,j = 1√nj if i ∈ Cj and Fi,j = 0 otherwise.
Along with regularization of each detector ∑mi=1 ‖ wi ‖2= tr(WTW), a regularization term is
tr(W((1+ η)I− FFT)WT), where η is a weight parameter. Following the convex relaxation
of cMTL [Zhou et al., 2011b], this regularization term is relaxed to tr(W(ηI + M)−1WT),
subject to tr(M) = k,M  I,M ∈ Sm+, where Sm+ is the set of positive semi-definite (PSD)
matrices and M  I means I−M is PSD.
Traditional MOT applies a detector to every frame independently. By contrast, detection
responses in two subsequent frames should not change drastically. To utilize such information,
confident instances are tracked via a weak tracker (KLT in the implementation) from frame
t− 1 to frame t, and produce a density map Pt (see an example in Figure 4.4(d)) by smoothing
the confidence scores with a Gaussian (σ = 5). Based on Pt, sliding windows Xu,t ∈ Rd×N
(here the subscript “u” means “unlabeled”) can be weakly labeled as Ψ(Pt) which is the sum-
mation of the density of pixels close to their centers (within a circle of radius 4). The cost
term ‖ 1m ∑mi=1 XTu,twt,i −Ψ(Pt)‖2 can be considered as a weakly supervised term which prop-
agates labels in the temporal domain. Intuitively, it assists the detector to recall more instances.
Figure 4.4 shows this concept. Yellow boxes indicate the detection results (also positive in-
stances), black boxes are negative instances, and white boxes are unlabeled samples. With the
help of spatio-temporal consistency, some candidates have weak labels indicated by the orange
boxes in frame t shown in Figure 4.4(e), and the weak labels help to recover missed detections
(see the dashed yellow box in frame t in Figure 4.4(f) which is a missed detection caused by
occlusion in Figure 4.4(c)). Based on the terms described above, there is
LC(Wt) = α tr(Wt(ηI+Mt)−1WTt )︸ ︷︷ ︸
regularization
+
λ
2
‖ 1
m
m
∑
i=1
XTu,twt,i−Ψ(Pt)‖2︸ ︷︷ ︸
spatio−temporal consistency
+
m
∑
i=1
1
2Nt,i
‖XTl,t,iwt,i−Yt,i‖2︸ ︷︷ ︸
loss
,
s.t. tr(Mt) = k,Mt  I,Mt ∈ Sm+ .
(4.5)
This is a joint convex problem with regard to W and M [Argyriou et al., 2007]. Follow-
ing [Zhou et al., 2011b], the Accelerated Project Gradient method is adopted to optimize this
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Figure 4.5: Object labels are propagated from trajectories (different colors mean different objects) in
frame t − 1 to detection responses in frame t. Note the proximity of a flower indicated by the black
dashed circle (best viewed in color).
function. Labels of Xu,t are obtained by averaging the scores of all detectors as:
Yu,t =
1
m
m
∑
i=1
XTu,twt,i . (4.6)
Candidates with a score greater than zero are chosen and non-maximum suppression is applied
to output final class labels Yu,t ∈ {−1, 1}N .
4.3 Object Label Propagation
In the Bayesian formula Equation 4.2, object label propagation is P(Zt|Xt,Yt,Z0:t−1), where
the estimation of Zt is conditioned on detection responses Yt and the history of estimations
Z0:t−1. Let the n trajectories at time t− 1 be
T = {Ti|Ti =< TAi , TMi , TCi >, i = 1, ..., n} , (4.7)
where TAi , T
M
i and T
C
i indicate appearance, motion and context information, and let the m
detection responses at time t be
D = {Dj|Dj =< DAj ,DLj ,DCj >, j = 1, ...,m} , (4.8)
where DAj , D
L
j and D
C
j represent the appearance, location and context information. Tracking
is carried out by propagating object labels from trajectories to detection responses via a con-
figuration variable Θt ∈ Rn×m. Initially, all the elements of Θt are 0. If an element Θtij is
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Figure 4.6: Context model. Contexts of (a) trajectories and (b) detection responses are modeled by
histograms, counting objects within an object’s proximity.
switched to 1, then the label of trajectory Ti is propagated to detection response Dj, and the
propagated quantity depends on the affinity S(Ti → Dj) between Ti and Dj (here “→” means
considering Dj as a component of Ti at time t), which is determined by appearance, motion
and context. Figure 4.5 shows this process. Objects are assumed to move smoothly, so only
the detection responses within Ti’s spatio-temporal proximity Ωi (a circle with radius dTh) are
considered and the following energy function is minimized:
LO(Θt) = −∑
i
∑
j∈Ωi
S(Ti → Dj)Θtij . (4.9)
Appearance Model. Following [Adam et al., 2006], I save a set of templates to store his-
torical information for appearance modeling. This is different from the solution in the previous
chapter as it is online association in this chapter. The intensity cue is considered for appear-
ance affinity computation. The appearance model TAi of trajectory Ti consists of the last 15
templates of this object, and the appearance similarity between Dj and Ti is
SA(Ti → Dj) = med(NCC(TAi ,DAj )) , (4.10)
where NCC(•, •) is the normalized cross-correlation (NCC) similarity measure and med(•) is
the median.
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Motion Model. The past three displacements are maintained and weighted by [ 47 ,
2
7 ,
1
7 ]
to predict a displacement veci, where older values are weighted higher. Given Dj, the actual
displacement vecj is the difference between DLj and the most recent location of the object
corresponding to Ti. The motion affinity is
SM(Ti → Dj) = cos(veci, vecj) . (4.11)
Context Model. In modeling context information, I follow the work in [Reilly et al.,
2010] and employ 2D histograms of nearby objects to improve the robustness. As shown
in Figure 4.6, there are (a) five trajectories and (b) four detection responses. To compute a
histogram for Ti, the neighborhood of Ti is divided into M partitions (here M = 4 for sake of
display). For each object located in this neighborhood a distance vector is computed relative
to Ti. According to the distance vector, the distance values are accumulated for each partition.
By normalization, an M-bin histogram hi is obtained. The context affinity is
SC(Ti → Dj) = exp(−Bhatt(hi,hj)). (4.12)
Having obtained affinities based on three cues, they are combined as follows:
S(Ti→Dj) = SA(Ti→Dj) ∗ SM(Ti→Dj) ∗ SC(Ti→Dj) . (4.13)
The energy (Equation 4.9) is minimized by greedy search in an iterative way. First all
propagation switches are turned off. Then the affinities of all propagation pairs are computed
and the propagation switch (say Ti and Dj) which most decreases the energy is turned on. At the
same time, Dj is labeled as the extension of Ti. This pair of trajectory and detection response
is removed from the search space consequently. This procedure is repeated until there is no
further energy decrease. Finally, trajectories outside the search space are updated considering
the extended component. The remaining trajectories in the search space are terminated, and
new trajectories are initialized based on detection responses in the search space. For clarity, the
algorithm is summarized in Algorithm 2.
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Algorithm 2: Object Label Propagation for MOT
Data: T, D, proximity set Ω.
Result: Θt, labels of detection responses.
1 Initialization: Θt = 0.
2 while LO decrease, do
3 foreach Ti ∈ T and Dj ∈ Ωi, do
4 compute the energy decrease of Ti and Dj.
5 find Ti and Dj with the greatest decrease via Equation 4.9
6 set Θtij = 1, propagate the label of Ti to Dj.
7 remove Ti and Dj, update the proximity set Ω.
8 Terminate trajectories in T, initialize trajectories according to detection responses in D.
4.4 Experiments
4.4.1 Data Sets & Setup
The proposed algorithm is tested on eight data sets, Airshow, Goose, Sailing, Zebra, Crab,
Antelope, Flower1 and Hockey. The first three are new sequences obtained from YouTube
videos, and the last five are public sequences [Luo and Kim, 2013, Okuma et al., 2004, Zhang
and van der Maaten, 2013b]. These data sets are challenging as they contain (1) crowd sce-
narios with similar objects, (2) partial or complete occlusions, (3) background clutter and (4)
out-of-plane rotations. Parameters λ, α and η in Equation 4.5 are set to be 0.1, 0.001 and 0.001
respectively. The proximity parameter dTh is 20. The number of detectors is 12. For each task,
2
3 instances are sampled from the whole training data. HOG [Dalal and Triggs, 2005], LBP and
colors are extracted as features for object detection. The threshold to determine the confident
instances is 0.5. Note that for the public data sets, results are referred from those reported
in [Luo and Kim, 2013]. For data sets which are not public, results are obtained by running the
authors’ code ( [Kalal et al., 2012, Zhang and van der Maaten, 2013b]) or by re-implementing
the method ( [Luo and Kim, 2013] and K-SVM).
1This sequence is part of the original sequence in [Zhang and van der Maaten, 2013b] (500 frames of the
original 2249 frames)
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Figure 4.7: Parameter analysis.
4.4.2 Parameter Analysis
There are two important parameters, λ and α in Equation 4.5, which weight the spatio-temporal
term and the regularization term respectively. I firstly conduct experiments to choose the best
value of these two parameters. The metric I employ to choose the parameters is the F score. I
vary the value of λ in the range of [0, 0.5] and α in the range of [0, 0.05], apply the detector to
the Zebra sequence and calculate the F score based on the recall and precision rates. As shown
in Figure 4.7, according to the F score, I choose λ = 0.1 and α = 0.001 and fix them in all the
following experiments.
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Table 4.1: Generic object detection results in terms of recall and precision values. The best results are
shown in bold, the second best are underlined.
Sequence Recall Precision
eT
LD
GM
OT
-M
TL
K-
SV
M
BL GM
OT
-B
LP
eT
LD
GM
OT
-M
TL
K-
SV
M
BL GM
OT
-B
LP
Antelope 0.29 0.74 0.88 0.77 0.89 0.57 0.66 0.71 0.76 0.77
Goose 0.66 0.80 0.92 0.85 0.94 0.94 0.85 0.97 0.98 0.99
Zebra 0.60 0.80 0.66 0.74 0.82 0.92 0.97 0.88 0.91 0.91
Crab 0.22 0.52 0.55 0.56 0.58 0.58 0.81 0.70 0.85 0.88
Flower 0.21 0.47 0.30 0.50 0.63 0.58 0.62 0.95 0.94 0.91
Airshow 0.16 0.13 0.38 0.43 0.63 0.52 0.56 0.76 0.77 0.75
Sailing 0.60 0.63 0.56 0.67 0.84 1.00 0.93 1.00 1.00 0.99
Hockey 0.65 0.84 0.43 0.65 0.82 0.92 0.89 0.75 0.88 0.94
Overall 0.56 0.56 0.56 0.61 0.70 0.67 0.79 0.79 0.88 0.89
4.4.3 Generic Object Detection
At first, experiments are conducted on generic object detection to verify the effectiveness of the
proposed cMTL based detection method. Five methods are compared: (1) eTLD [Kalal et al.,
2012] which uses a detector based on Random Ferns; (2) K-SVM. K independent SVMs are
trained on clustered training data from K-means clustering and detect objects by classification.
This is a typical way to handle intra-class variance. The number of SVMs is four; the same
number of clusters is used in the proposed algorithm; (3) GMOT-MTL [Luo and Kim, 2013]
is a framework which handles the same problem with a detector based on a Laplacian SVM; (4)
a baseline method BL which uses cMTL without the spatio-temporal consistency; (5) the full
method (termed as GMOT-BLP). Table 4.1 shows the results. A detection response is defined
as true positive if its overlap with the ground truth bounding box is at least 0.5.
The results indicate that: (1) eTLD only discovers a small portion of objects on some se-
quences. I suspect that this is due to limitations of the eTLD detector which uses two-pixel
comparisons and therefore cannot handle large intra-class variance; (2) K-SVM and GMOT-
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Table 4.2: Generic object detection results in terms of recall values. The best results are shown in bold,
the second best are underlined.
Sequence Recall
eT
LD
mM
ST
GM
OT
-M
TL
K-
SV
M
BL GM
OT
-B
LP
Antelope 0.24±0.05 0.61±0.01 0.70±0.06 0.85±0.19 0.76±0.12 0.77±0.14
Zebra 0.54±0.07 0.79±0.03 0.78±0.04 0.57±0.05 0.76±0.02 0.79±0.02
Table 4.3: Generic object detection results in terms of precision values. The best results are shown in
bold, the second best are underlined.
Sequence Precision
eT
LD
mM
ST
GM
OT
-M
TL
K-
SV
M
BL GM
OT
-B
LP
Antelope 0.62±0.10 0.59±0.00 0.64±0.06 0.67±0.01 0.72±0.07 0.76±0.10
Zebra 0.95±0.03 0.92±0.02 0.97±0.01 0.70±0.09 0.93±0.04 0.95±0.03
Table 4.4: Generic object detection results in terms of F values. The best results are shown in bold.
Sequence F Score
eT
LD
mM
ST
GM
OT
-M
TL
K-
SV
M
BL GM
OT
-B
LP
Antelope 0.34±0.05 0.60±0.01 0.67±0.06 0.74±0.08 0.74±0.08 0.76±0.09
Zebra 0.69±0.05 0.84±0.01 0.86±0.02 0.63±0.07 0.84±0.03 0.86±0.02
MTL show good performance, and BL generally outperforms these, showing the effectiveness
of cMTL to handle intra-class variance; (3) the full method GMOT-BLP outperforms all other
methods; in comparison with BL the recall rate is increased due to the spatio-temporal consis-
tency.
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Figure 4.8: Precision-Recall performance of eTLD and BL on the Antelope and Zebra sequences.
To remove the effect from a specific bounding box, I initialize the proposed method with
different bounding box and report the recall and precision rates. The experiment is conducted
by running 15 times from a randomly chosen bounding box on the Zebra and Antelope se-
quences. The results are shown in Table 4.2, 4.3 and 4.4 and compared with other methods. In
terms of recall and precision metrics, GMOT-BLP achieves either the best or the second best
performance on these two data sets. For the F score, which is a trade-off metric considering
both recall and precision, GMOT-BLP achieves the best performance on both of the sequences.
In a separate experiment I vary the number K in K-SVM as well as the corresponding
number of clusters in the proposed algorithm. Two representative public sequences (Antelope
and Zebra) are used in this experiment. Table 4.5 shows the results, which demonstrate that the
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Figure 4.9: Performance variation of five different initializations on the Goose sequence.
proposed algorithm outperforms K-SVM for most K in terms of recall rate, which is important
in the setting. I also computed the F score which is a trade-off metric considering both recall
and precision. The values are shown in Table 4.6, which reveals that the proposed method is
the best considering recall and precision simultaneously on both data sets.
Note that I keep K fixed for the other experiments. A suitable choice of K is beyond the
scope of this chapter.
In a more extensive comparison of the baseline method with eTLD, I obtain the precision-
recall curves for the Antelope and Zebra sequences which are shown in Figure 4.8. BL uses a
threshold on the score value to determine whether a candidate is an object, and eTLD [Kalal
et al., 2012] uses the percentage of ferns voting for a positive decision. The results show that
the baseline method outperforms eTLD consistently.
To test the variation of performance resulting from different initial bounding boxes, I run
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Table 4.5: Comparative results in terms of recall and precision for different values of K (number of
SVMs in K-SVM and, correspondingly, number of clusters in the proposed method).
Sequence Method Recall Precision
K= 2 4 6 8 Avg. 2 4 6 8 Avg.
Antelope
K-SVM 0.90 0.88 0.86 0.84 0.87 0.66 0.71 0.72 0.73 0.70
Ours 0.83 0.89 0.80 0.80 0.82 0.81 0.77 0.81 0.80 0.80
Zebra
K-SVM 0.66 0.66 0.70 0.70 0.68 0.88 0.88 0.89 0.87 0.88
Ours 0.73 0.82 0.72 0.72 0.75 0.85 0.91 0.84 0.84 0.86
Table 4.6: Comparative results in terms of F score for different values of K (number of SVMs in K-SVM
and, correspondingly, number of clusters in the proposed method).
Sequence Method F Score
K= 2 4 6 8 Avg.
Antelope
K-SVM .75 .79 .78 .78 .78
Ours .80 .83 .80 .80 .81
Zebra
K-SVM .75 .75 .78 .78 .77
Ours .79 .86 .78 .78 .80
the proposed algorithm five times on the Goose sequence, each time labeling a different initial
object. The recall rates are 0.935± 0.006 and the precision rates are 0.990± 0.004, indicating
low dependence on the initialization (see Figure 4.9).
4.4.4 Generic MOT
Experiments are carried out to compare the proposed framework with several state-of-the-art
methods on the task of detecting and tracking multiple objects. The experiments are presented
in five parts:
(1) For each sequence it is compared with eTLD [Kalal et al., 2012] and GMOT-
MTL [Luo and Kim, 2013]. eTLD is originally developed for single object tracking, and I
extend it to multiple objects by decreasing the threshold to let it detect some similar objects
and track them. It is initialized with the same bounding box as other methods.
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Figure 4.10: Multiple object tracking results shown on frames excerpted from the sequence of Zebra.
Different colors correspond to different objects (only 8 colors are adopted so some boxes are of the same
color), the yellow lines represent trajectories.
Figure 4.11: Multiple object tracking results shown on frames excerpted from the sequence of Antelope.
Different colors correspond to different objects (only 8 colors are adopted so some boxes are of the same
color), the yellow lines represent trajectories.
(2) For the Zebra, Crab, Flower, Airshow and Sailing sequences, I apply SPOT [Zhang and
van der Maaten, 2013b] to track multiple objects (four in the experiments) in each sequence. To
compare the performance, I excerpt results corresponding to these four objects from the whole
result in each sequence and evaluate them. It is worth noting that the proposed algorithm starts
with a single bounding box while SPOT [Zhang and van der Maaten, 2013b] starts with all
four bounding boxes for each sequence.
(3) For the Hockey sequence, I additionally compare the proposed method with [Brendel
et al., 2011,Breitenstein et al., 2009,Okuma et al., 2004] using the results from [Luo and Kim,
2013].
Example images are shown from Figure 4.10 to Figure 4.17. I adopt the criteria of MOTA,
MOTP proposed in [Keni and Rainer, 2008], as well as MT trajectories and ML trajectories [Li
et al., 2009] to give quantitative results. As shown in Table 4.7, the arrows following the criteria
indicate the trend of better performance.
Results in Table 4.7 show that: (1) compared with TLD and GMOT-MTL, the proposed
method outperforms other methods on most sequences; (2) compared with SPOT, the proposed
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Figure 4.12: Multiple object tracking results shown on frames excerpted from the sequence of Crab.
Different colors correspond to different objects (only 8 colors are adopted so some boxes are of the
same color), the yellow lines represent trajectories.
Figure 4.13: Multiple object tracking results shown on frames excerpted from the sequence of Goose.
Different colors correspond to different objects (only 8 colors are adopted so some boxes are of the same
color), the yellow lines represent trajectories.
Figure 4.14: Multiple object tracking results shown on frames excerpted from the sequence of Airshow.
Different colors correspond to different objects (only 8 colors are adopted so some boxes are of the same
color), the yellow lines represent trajectories.
approach achieves better results except on the MOTP metric. It is suspected that this is due
to SPOT trackers being object-specific, thereby obtaining greater overlap scores, i.e. larger
MOTP values; (3) for the Hockey sequence, the proposed method obtains results comparable
with methods that use a specific off-line trained human detector.
In order to test the sensitivity on different initializations, I run the proposed algorithm on
the Goose sequence five times with different initial bounding boxes. The MOTA, MOTP, MT
and ML are 0.935± 0.012, 0.660± 0.009, 0.750± 0.042 and 0.071± 0.029 respectively (see
Figure 4.9), indicating low sensitivity to the initial labeling.
(4) To remove the effect from a specific bounding box, I initialize the proposed method
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Figure 4.15: Multiple object tracking results shown on frames excerpted from the sequence of Sailing.
Different colors correspond to different objects (only 8 colors are adopted so some boxes are of the same
color), the yellow lines represent trajectories.
Figure 4.16: Multiple object tracking results shown on frames excerpted from the sequence of Flower.
Different colors correspond to different objects (only 8 colors are adopted so some boxes are of the same
color), the yellow lines represent trajectories.
Figure 4.17: Multiple object tracking results shown on frames excerpted from the sequence of Hockey.
Different colors correspond to different objects (only 8 colors are adopted so some boxes are of the same
color), the yellow lines represent trajectories.
with different bounding box and report the tracking performance. The experiment is conducted
by running 15 times from randomly chosen bounding boxes on Zebra and Antelope sequences.
The results are shown in Table 4.8 and 4.9 and compared with other methods.
The results show that, the proposed GMOT-BLP method achieves the best performance in
terms of MOTA and MT metrics on both sequences while performs slightly worse than GMOT-
MTL in terms of other metrics. It is supposed to be the result of the tracking management (such
as “buffer”) in GMOT-MTL. In the case of false negative (missed detections), the “buffer”
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Figure 4.18: Performance variation of the proposed method initialized by different numbers of initial
bounding boxes on the Zebra sequence.
could help to recover more instances of objects, thus results in greater values of FM and IDS.
In the proposed method in this chapter, there is not such a mechanism, as determining the
length of such a kind of “buffer” is heuristic.
(5) Additionally, to test the sensitivity on different numbers of initial bounding boxes, the
proposed method is initialized with different numbers of initial bounding boxes (ranging from
1 to 7 in the experiment), and the results from different initial settings are compared, which are
shown in Figure 4.18 and 4.19. The results generally suggest that more initial bounding boxes
lead to better performance.
The computation speed is about 0.5 FPS on a desktop of Intel i7-965 CPU, 8G ram and
unoptimized Matlab code.
4.5 Remarks
This chapter has presented a framework for tracking multiple objects of the same general type,
where class and object labels are propagated in the spatio-temporal domain. I have introduced
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cMTL for generic object detection and have shown the benefit of considering spatio-temporal
consistency. The proposed method takes a sequential approach, entailing the limitation that
object trajectories may be more fragmented than when taking a more global view of the data.
Comparative experiments on eight sequences (five public and three new data sets) confirmed
the effectiveness of the proposed method.
From a practical viewpoint, an advantage of the proposed method over most other work in
the area is the requirement of labeling just a single initial bounding box, thereby providing a
multi-object tracker without resorting to an off-line trained detector. However, tracking man-
agement is still challenging and there are heuristics in the proposed online-data-association
solution. These also deteriorate the tracking performance. I therefore resort to a batch solution
in the next chapter.
Figure 4.19: Performance variation of the proposed method initialized by different numbers of initial
bounding boxes on the Zebra sequence.
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Table 4.7: Generic Multiple Object Tracking results.
Sequence Method MOTA ↑ MOTP↑ MT ↑ ML ↓ FM ↓ IDS ↓
Antelope
eTLD 0.088 0.650 0.235 0.765 86 58
GMOT-MTL 0.356 0.633 0.368 0.368 33 19
GMOT-BLP 0.622 0.714 0.691 0.177 54 31
Goose
eTLD 0.621 0.611 0.286 0.179 169 58
GMOT-MTL 0.798 0.604 0.643 0.071 52 28
GMOT-BLP 0.938 0.649 0.786 0.036 36 33
Zebra
eTLD 0.587 0.645 0.159 0.420 100 24
GMOT-MTL 0.777 0.668 0.435 0.304 36 6
GMOT-BLP 0.743 0.683 0.580 0.246 30 7
SPOT 0.661 0.753 0.750 0 - -
GMOT-BLP 0.982 0.747 1.000 0 - -
Crab
eTLD 0.068 0.646 0.049 0.864 235 101
GMOT-MTL 0.391 0.600 0.097 0.709 243 114
GMOT-BLP 0.497 0.692 0.214 0.689 205 63
SPOT 0.190 0.766 0.500 0.250 - -
GMOT-BLP 0.924 0.724 1.000 0 - -
Flower
eTLD 0.053 0.677 0 0.632 244 126
GMOT-MTL 0.186 0.650 0.053 0.421 176 85
GMOT-BLP 0.566 0.718 0.316 0.368 78 67
SPOT 0.372 0.730 0.500 0.250 - -
GMOT-BLP 0.524 0.737 0.500 0 - -
Airshow
eTLD 0.013 0.596 0 0.733 92 54
GMOT-MTL 0.028 0.716 0 0.867 32 23
GMOT-BLP 0.415 0.646 0 0.067 121 58
SPOT -0.503 0.676 0 0.250 - -
GMOT-BLP 0.346 0.650 0 0 - -
Sailing
eTLD 0.403 0.737 0.250 0.083 171 54
GMOT-MTL 0.548 0.684 0.250 0.083 99 33
GMOT-BLP 0.819 0.640 0.833 0.083 45 12
SPOT 0.554 0.731 0.750 0.250 - -
GMOT-BLP 0.786 0.652 0.750 0 - -
Hockey
eTLD 0.547 0.647 0.179 0.250 64 43
GMOT-MTL 0.803 0.691 0.679 0.107 27 17
GMOT-BLP 0.766 0.736 0.607 0.143 24 20
Brendel et al. 0.797 0.600 - - - -
Breitenstein et al. 0.765 0.570 - - - -
Okuma et al. 0.678 0.510 - - - -
Overall
eTLD 0.279 0.655 0.140 0.602 1161 518
GMOT-MTL 0.410 0.637 0.310 0.427 698 325
GMOT-BLP 0.613 0.685 0.482 0.336 593 291
SPOT 0.235 0.728 0.500 0.200 - -
GMOT-BLP 0.629 0.703 0.650 0 - -
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Table 4.8: Generic Multiple Object Tracking results. The table shows results in terms of four perfor-
mance criteria from the literature (arrows indicating direction of better performance) on data sets of
Zebra and Antelope.
Sequence Method MOTA ↑ MOTP↑ MT ↑
Zebra
TLD .529±.065 .667±.020 .188±.038
mMST .465±.282 .573±.081 .198±.268
GMOT-MTL .753±.028 .668±.001 .420±.052
GMOT-BLP(BL) .712±.046 .600±.018 .300±.044
GMOT-BLP .758±.021 .608±.022 .401±.085
Antelope
TLD .089±.031 .680±.041 .015±.026
mMST .189±.005 .599±.001 .191±.062
GMOT-MTL .301±.122 .625±.043 .328±.056
GMOT-BLP(BL) .464±.136 .658±.048 .377±.191
GMOT-BLP .521±.160 .657±.034 .446±.165
Table 4.9: Generic Multiple Object Tracking results. The table shows results in terms of four perfor-
mance criteria from the literature (arrows indicating direction of better performance) on data sets of
Zebra and Antelope.
Sequence Method ML ↓ FM ↓ IDS ↓
Zebra
TLD .435±.025 110.000±9.539 40.274±3.647
mMST .556±.230 59.250±16.681 22.454±4.787
GMOT-MTL .343±.044 28.333±0.577 5.941±0.878
GMOT-BLP(BL) .329±.051 103.667±12.503 32±4.583
GMOT-BLP .300±.036 68.667±15.176 12.333±2.887
Antelope
TLD .775±.059 117.667±42.525 70.148±30.426
mMST .515±.021 93±2.828 60.067±2.145
GMOT-MTL .407±.081 91±28.827 52.812±10.874
GMOT-BLP(BL) .270±.073 148±56.152 94.667±39.311
GMOT-BLP .284±.075 112.667±45.358 69.667±39.577
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5CHAPTER
AUTOMATIC TOPIC DISCOVERY FOR
GENERIC MOT
As discussed in the previous chapter, issues like tracking management are challenging in online
solutions. This chapter therefore seeks a better solution. For generic multiple object tracking,
the task is to link a number of given detection hypotheses to trajectories corresponding to
different objects in a video. There has been significant progress in multi-object tracking [Zhang
et al., 2008,Pellegrini et al., 2009,Xing et al., 2009,Pirsiavash et al., 2011,Milan et al., 2013b,
Luo et al., 2014a, Leal-Taixé et al., 2014]. However, issues like tracking management and
appearance variations remain challenging. Traditionally, the multi-object tracking task is cast
as a data association problem in which detection hypotheses are associated into trajectories.
Standard methods, such as the Hungarian algorithm, can be readily applied, however several
practical considerations remain:
• Temporal gaps between observations may lead to disconnected trajectories of the same
object [Zhang et al., 2008,Pirsiavash et al., 2011]. Determining the maximum allowable
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gap is difficult: low values will cause more fragmentation while higher values lead to
more incorrect associations (ID switches).
• Handling track initialization and termination (also known as tracking management) is
often based on heuristics. An existing trajectory may be terminated in the case of a
single missing detection, resulting in fragmentation in some sequential approaches [Luo
and Kim, 2013,Luo et al., 2014a]. Heuristically, some approaches retain a “buffer” [Shu
et al., 2012] to better initialize a trajectory. Here “buffer” means a trajectory will not
be formally initialized until the length of a potential trajectory exceeds a pre-defined
threshold.
• Appearance variation of objects may lead to fragmentation or ID switches as a result of
inappropriate similarity measures.
• Physical constraints are rarely modeled explicitly, the work in [Milan et al., 2013b] being
one exception. Uniqueness constraints model the fact that (a) at most one object per
frame can be associated with each trajectory, and (b) no more than one trajectory can be
assigned to the same detected object.
In this chapter I propose an alternative approach to temporal data association by clustering
detection instances, where each cluster corresponds to a unique object. A text-document anal-
ogy is introduced, where an object is represented as a set of visual words. Based on the visual
word representation, I observe that different instances of a unique object exhibit the same pat-
tern while those of different objects show different patterns. Therefore an object corresponds
to a semantic topic within a video sequence. The object is tracked as a topic which evolves
over time and fades away.
A Dirichlet Process Mixture Model (DPMM) is employed to dynamically cluster detection
responses into sets of objects (see Figure 5.1 for the graphical model of the proposed approach).
The merit of applying a DPMM is that the number of semantic topics is learned automatically.
Furthermore, it is naturally feasible to model dynamics in the clustering procedure for semantic
topic discovery based on DPMM [Ahmed and Xing, 2008].
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Figure 5.1: Graphical model of the standard DPMM (a) and the proposed topic model (b). In the
proposed model a document is temporally divided into epochs to model the temporal dynamics. CNL
and ML denote the introduced cannot-link and must-link constraints.
Specifically, a detection hypothesis is treated as a set of visual words. The uniqueness
of word co-occurrence results in individual clusters, corresponding to individual objects by
the application of DPMM. In a standard DPMM, when considering the assignment of a given
instance, the prior of which cluster the instance should belong to depends only on the number
of existing instances in the cluster. However, in the proposed solution, the temporal distances
between clusters and the given instance are also taken into consideration. Therefore, instead
of treating the whole video as a single document, I divide it into sequential epochs in order to
model the dynamics of prior knowledge. On the other hand, adopting the temporal phenomena,
the appearance variations of objects are dealt with by updating cluster parameters in different
epochs in the clustering procedure.
In terms of the exclusive constraints, which are (a) at most one object per frame can be
associated with each trajectory, and (b) no more than one trajectory can be assigned to the
same detected object, by adopting clustering, the exclusivity constraint (b) is handled naturally
by the assignment of each detection to only one cluster. To deal with the other constraint, the
so-called cannot-link constraints are introduced to prohibit two detections in the same frame
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being assigned to one trajectory.
By taking the scheme of dynamic clustering as a basic framework, I firstly tackle the prob-
lem of tracking rigid objects with the superpixel representation. Then the problem of tracking
pedestrians is handled with the Deformable Part Model (DPM), within which not only the
holistic but also the part-wise visual information are considered. On public data sets I conduct
experiments of both rigid object tracking and pedestrian tracking and compare with state-of-
the-art methods. The comparison could directly validate the effectiveness of the automatic
topic discovery approach.
To summarize, the benefits of automatic topic discovery for multi-object tracking are (1)
multi-object tracking is cast as dynamic and sequential clustering by the application of DPMM
without heuristics like “buffer” or maximum allowable temporal gap and tracking management
is handled automatically in the clustering procedure, (2) appearance variation of objects is mod-
eled by the dynamics of cluster parameters, (3) exclusivity constraints are handled naturally as
a result of the cluster assignments and the introduction of the cannot-link constraints to the
model, (4) a dynamic clustering algorithm is provided as a tracking solution which could serve
as a basic framework to integrate various kinds of observation models for improved tracking
performance.
The remainder of the chapter is organized as follows: Section 5.1 and Section 5.2 briefly in-
troduce topic model and DPMM. Section 5.3 presents the proposed dynamic clustering model
for multiple object tracking, specifically for both rigid objects and non-rigid objects. Section
5.4 describes the inference of the proposed model. In Section 5.5 experiment results corre-
sponding to the two problems mentioned in Section 5.3 are reported. Section 5.6 concludes the
chapter.
Note that, I did not develop a detection method in this chapter. This chapter focuses only
on developing a batch solution to tracking multiple generic objects based on existing given
detection results from the previous chapter.
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Figure 5.2: Schematic of the proposed method. Tracklets are shown in different colors. Potential as-
signments are shown by dashed arrows. Temporally overlapping tracklets cannot be clustered together
due to the cannot-link constraint (solid red arrows). The black tracklet and the blue tracklet temporally
cross continuous epochs, and the segments of them are connected by the must-link constraint (solid
green arrow). Note that, the purple and the orange tracklets in Epoch 1 could be directly connected to
the yellow tracklet and the dark red tracklet in Epoch 2. In the last epoch, there is only one tracklet.
Considering the temporal damping effect, the prior that this tracklet is linked to tracklets in previous
epochs is limited if there is no intermediate tracklet bridging them. Some possible assignment arrows
(for example the purple and the yellow tracklets could be possibly associated without linking the blue
one) are dismissed for the clarity of the figure (best viewed in color).
5.1 Topic Model
Topic model has a long history in natural language processing, pattern recognition and com-
puter vision. It can at least be dated back to Latent Semantic Indexing (LSI) [Dumais et al.,
1995] or Latent Semantic Analysis (LSA), which is applied in text analysis. This method is
based on the principle that terms (or words) used in the same context are probably related to
an identical topic. Based on LSA, probabilistic Latent Semantic Analysis (pLSA) [Hofmann,
1999] is proposed. pLSA models the co-occurrence of words and documents as a mixture
of conditionally independent multinomial distributions. Further, Latent Dirichlet Allocation
(LDA) [Blei et al., 2003] is developed for the task of text analysis. It is a generative model
based on the bag-of-word assumption. Each document is assumed to be a combination of mul-
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tiple topics, and each word is generated by one of the topics the document includes. Compared
with pLSA, the distribution of topics in LDA has a Dirichlet prior. Dirichlet Process [Teh,
2010] is a distribution over distributions, i.e., each draw from Dirichlet process is a distribu-
tion. It is particularly employed by Dirichlet process mixture model, which is also called the
infinite mixture model. Dirichlet process is the basis of the hierarchical Dirichlet process [Teh
et al., 2006], within which the distribution of child is itself a Dirichlet process.
Topic models typically employ the concepts of words, topics and documents. Specifically,
by treating a document as a bag of exchangeable words, documents are modeled as distribu-
tions over topics and topics are modeled as distributions over words. Thus topic models are
naturally employed to deal with tasks of text analysis and natural language processing. On the
other hand, they have been adopted to computer vision tasks in recent years due to the mer-
its of these methods for discovering thematic structure. For example, a latent topic model is
developed for object segmentation and classification [Cao and Fei-Fei, 2007]. This so-called
Spatial LTM enforces the spatial coherency of the model and can simultaneously segment and
classify objects. Similarly, spatial information is also integrated into a LDA model in [Wang
and Grimson, 2008] for image segmentation by Wang and Grimson. Topic models have been
applied to numerous other tasks, such as region classification [Verbeek and Triggs, 2007], tra-
jectory analysis [Wang et al., 2011], image annotation [Wang et al., 2009a] and image scene
categorization [Fei-Fei and Perona, 2005].
Topic model has been applied to multiple object tracking. For example, in [Topkaya et al.,
2013], DPMM is adopted to cluster foreground pixels into parts of objects and MRF is em-
ployed to refine object boundary. However, this method does not model object dynamics in the
tracking stage. This method is supposed to work only in the case of fixed background because
of the requirement of foreground pixel extraction. At the same time, this method is online,
which basically would not outperform batch methods.
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5.2 DPMM
The Dirichlet Process Mixture Model (DPMM) [Blei et al., 2006] is a non-parametric model
which assumes the data is governed by an infinite number of mixtures while only a fraction of
these mixtures are activated by the data. Figure 5.1(a) shows the graphical model of a DPMM.
Assuming that the k-th mixture is parameterized by θk, each sample xi is generated as follows:
G|α,G0 ∼ DP (α,G0) ,
θk|G ∼ G ,
xi|θzi ∼ F (θzi) ,
(5.1)
where DP (•) is a Dirichlet process, G0 is a base distribution, α is a concentration parameter, θk
is drawn from G, which itself is a distribution drawn from the Dirichlet process, and F (θzi) de-
notes the distribution of observation xi given θzi , where zi is the mixture indicator of xi. When
this model is applied to clustering, zi is the cluster index. Note that the number of mixtures
in the model is determined by the data, i.e. the number of clusters is learned automatically, in
contrast to parametric models such as K-means.
The Chinese Restaurant Process (CRP) illustrates the DPMM intuitively: Assuming an
infinite number of tables (clusters), a new customer (observation) chooses an empty table with
probability depending on α or joins an occupied table with a probability proportional to the
number of people seated at that table. Formally,
θi|θ−i,G0, α ∼∑
k
nk
i− 1+ αδ (φk − θi) +
α
i− 1+ αG0 , (5.2)
where φk is the parameter of cluster k, θ−i is the set of associated parameters of x−i, i.e.
observations except xi, nk is the number of customers already at table k and δ (·) is the Dirac
delta function centered at 0. φ1:k is the discrete set of values of {θi}. It can also be written as
θi = φk with probability
nk
i−1+α , and θi = φnew, φnew ∼ G0 with probability αi−1+α .
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5.3 Automatic Topic Discovery
In this section a topic model addressing the multi-object tracking problem is presented. For
different types of objects, i.e. rigid objects or non-rigid objects, different kinds of representa-
tion are adopted. Videos and trajectories/objects are considered as documents and discovered
topics. Coherent detection hypotheses (word co-occurrences) are clustered into trajectories
(topics). As the number of objects/trajectories is not known in advance, it is learned from the
data using a DPMM. Figure 5.2 illustrates the schematic of the proposed approach. Given a
video, detection hypotheses are obtained by applying a ready-to-use object detector. Then these
detection hypotheses are linked via KLT as low-level but reliable tracklets. These tracklets are
the input of the dynamic clustering procedure, which groups tracklets belonging to an identical
object into a cluster. In this stage, the exclusivity (cannot-link and must-link constraints) and
the temporal damping effect are taken into account.
To adopt DPMM, the following analogues described in Table 5.1 are made. The left column
lists some concepts in the multi-object tracking problem, and the right column represents the
corresponding entities in the proposed approach of automatic topic discovery. Classical text-
analysis applications of DPMM assume that the document consists of a bag of exchangeable
words, i.e. without specific order and without any dynamic modeling. In the MOT problem,
words are not assumed to be exchangeable as the set of visual words in a detection hypoth-
esis is jointly considered and the representation of visual words in this chapter additionally
encodes the spatial information. As appearance of object varies (temporal dynamics of word-
occurrence), the distributions of visual words in an object (topic) are dynamic across the video.
In light of this, the video is divided temporally into epochs and each epoch is modeled by a
DPMM with associated hyper-parameters. During the clustering procedure, the states of clus-
ters are updated across epochs.
Further, as objects appear and disappear, corresponding to the birth and death of topics,
the distributions of topics also vary across different epochs. It is also observed that between
two adjacent epochs, the distribution of words in a topic and the distributions of topics in
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Table 5.1: This table lists the correspondences between the topic model and the multi-object tracking
problem.
Multi-object tracking Automatic topic discovery
Detections Word occurrence
Trajectory Topic
Video Document
Video segment Epoch
Exclusive constraints Cluster membership exclusivity and cannot links
Data association Dynamic clustering
a document are closely related to each other due to temporal continuity. Thus the relation
between continuous DPMMs is modeled as a first-order Markov process. Figure 5.1(b) shows
the graphical model of the proposed approach. Each epoch (except the first epoch) is closely
related to its previous epoch. Additionally, the spatio-temporal exclusivity, i.e. the cannot-link
and the must-link constraints, is taken into consideration.
5.3.1 DPMM-SP for Generic MOT
In this section, the visual representation based on super pixels and the likelihood computation
in the tracking problem of multiple rigid objects are described.
5.3.1.1 Visual Representation
Figure 5.3 shows the visual representation of rigid objects in the GMOT problem. I adopt su-
perpixels, i.e. pixel groups of similar color and location [Achanta et al., 2012], for representing
visual appearance. In the implementation, a detection bounding box is segmented into approx-
imately 200 SLIC superpixels [Achanta et al., 2012], each described as a 5-dimensional vector
(r, g, b, x, y), where (r, g, b) and (x, y) are the mean color and position, respectively. All su-
perpixels from all frames in the video are clustered by K-means and a dictionary is defined from
the cluster prototypes. Each bounding box is quantized using this dictionary and represented
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(a) (b) (c) 
Figure 5.3: Visual representation based on superpixel. A detection bounding box (a) is segmented into
a set of super-pixels shown in (b). The rightmost side (c) shows an exemplar tracklet.
as a histogram. Similar to part-based models [Felzenszwalb et al., 2010] this object represen-
tation exhibits some robustness to partial occlusion since some superpixels representing the
object will remain visible.
Usually the detection responses are linked into low-level reliable tracklets [Kuo et al., 2010]
in a pre-processing step. Here KLT tracking is employed to obtain N low-level tracklets, x1:N .
Each tracklet is represented as a tuple xi =
〈
Aheadi , A
tail
i , T
head
i , T
tail
i , A˜i, V˜i
〉
, where Aheadi
and Ataili are the appearance representations (histograms) of the head and tail element within
tracklet xi, A˜i and V˜i are the average appearance (center) and the covariance of histograms of
the complete tracklet, Theadi and T
tail
i are the time indexes of the head and tail element in xi.
5.3.1.2 Likelihood
Based on the object representation, parameters of the cluster k at epoch t, φt,k, including the
center A˜t,k and covariance matrix V˜t,k, are computed from the super-pixel representation of all
the detection within the concerned cluster up to the current epoch. Given xt,i, the likelihood of
an observation given a cluster is estimated as
f (xt,i|φt,k, xt,k,·) ∝ s
(
Aheadt,i , A
tail
t,k,m
)
s
(
Atailt,i , A
head
t,k,n
)
p
(
A˜t,i; φt,k
)
, (5.3)
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where xt,k,· is the set of observations associated with φt,k, Atailt,k,m and A
head
t,k,n are the feature vector
of tail tracklet xt,k,m and head tracklet xt,k,n which are closest to xheadt,i and x
tail
t,i respectively
regarding temporal distance.
s (·, ·) is the similarity between two histograms. It has the following form:
s (A1, A2) = exp (−Bhatt (A1, A2)) . (5.4)
p(A˜t,i; φt,k) is the likelihood of A˜t,i given φt,k. It is computed with regard to the distance
between two Gaussian distributions, one corresponding to the cluster and the other one corre-
sponding to the concerned tracklet. To be concrete, it is reversely proportional to the distance
D between the cluster and tracklet, as
p
(
A˜t,i; φt,k
)
∝ exp
(
−D
(
A˜t,i, V˜t,i, A˜t,k, V˜t,k
))
, (5.5)
where D
(
A˜t,i, V˜t,i, A˜t,k, V˜t,k
)
is with the following form
D
(
A˜t,i, V˜t,i, A˜t,k, V˜t,k
)
=
(
A˜t,i − A˜t,k
)T ( V˜t,i + V˜t,k
2
)−1 (
A˜t,i − A˜t,k
)
.
(5.6)
Note that in Equation 5.3 the first two terms compute the local affinity and the last term
computes the global affinity in terms of temporal span.
5.3.2 (DPM)2 for Multiple Pedestrian Tracking
In this section, DPMM is combined with the Deformable Part Model (DPM) [Felzenszwalb
et al., 2010] to deal with the problem of tracking multiple pedestrians. Compared with tracking
multiple rigid objects in Section 5.3.1, the visual representation and the likelihood computation
are different, which would be illustrated as follows.
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5.3.2.1 Visual Representation
Due to the non-rigid property of pedestrians, rather than the super-pixel representation, DPM
[Felzenszwalb et al., 2010] is adopted to represent objects. DPM has been very successful in
object detection while not been fully exploited in object tracking, [Shu et al., 2012, Izadinia
et al., 2012b] being exception. The DPM model represents an object with a root filter and a
set of part filter. The final score accounts for the appearance feature in the parts along with
the deformation cost of the parts regarding the root filter. It is observed that, the position, size,
appearance of parts of pedestrians exhibit unique pattern from person to person. On the other
hand, the co-occurrence of these parts are similar if concerning the same person. From this
perspective, parts are treated as words in the document, and the tracking problem is naturally a
topic discovering problem when pedestrians are treated analogously to topics.
To be specific, an object is represented based on the holistic bounding box along with
a set of parts (the number of parts is 8), which are the outputs of a DPM detector. HOG
and color features are extracted from the holistic bounding box and the associated parts as
the appearance information for this detection hypothesis. Additionally, the configuration of
the set of parts within the holistic bounding box is exploited. Generally, the head part is the
part which is visible almost all the time, even in case of (partial) occlusion. By taking the
head part as an anchor, the offset of the other parts could be calculated. The spatial offset
values are stacked as feature and termed as deformable feature. The appearance feature and
the deformable feature constitute the visual representation. Similar to the case of tracking rigid
objects, KLT is employed to link detections into low-level tracklets. For one tracklet, the head
and the tail of the tracklet are represented separately. Each tracklet is represented as a tuple as
xi =
〈
Aheadi , A
tail
i , D˜i, V˜i, T
head
i , T
tail
i
〉
, where Aheadi and A
tail
i are the appearance feature of
the head and the tail, D˜i and V˜i are the mean and the covariance of the deformable configuration
of the tracklet, Theadi and T
tail
i are the frame indexes of the starting frame and the ending frame
of the tracklet.
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(a) (b) (c) (d) 
Figure 5.4: Visual representation based on DPM. (a) Detection samples of continuous frames from the
TUD-Stadtmitte data set. Note the part configuration of the same person and different persons. (b)
and (c) show the visualization results of the part configuration of the same person at different times,
while (d) shows the visualization result of a different person. Based on the likelihood represented in the
following, similarity value between (b) and (c) is larger than that between (c) and (d).
5.3.2.2 Likelihood
Concerning the representation of pedestrian, parameters associated to cluster k is the center
D˜kt and covariance V˜
k
t of the deformable feature, which are computed from all the deformable
configurations within the cluster up to the current epoch. Given a tracklet xt,i, the likelihood of
the tracklet belonging to the concerned cluster is
f (xt,i|φt,k, xt,k,·) ∝ s
(
Aheadt,i , A
tail
t,k,m
)
s
(
Atailt,i , A
head
t,k,n
)
p
(
D˜t,i, V˜t,i; φt,k
)
, (5.7)
where xt,k,· is the set of observations associated with φt,k, Atailt,k,m and A
head
t,k,n are visual repre-
sentation of the tail tracklet xt,k,m and head tracklet xt,k,n which are closest to xheadt,i and x
tail
t,i
respectively regarding temporal distance.
s (•, •) is the appearance similarity between the head of one tracklet and the tail of an-
other tracklet by considering both the holistic bounding box and the parts. To be specific, it is
computed as:
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s (A1, A2) = l
(
hB1 ,h
B
2
)
+
1
8
8
∑
j=1
l
(
hP1,j,h
P
2,j
)
, (5.8)
where the first term corresponds to appearance of the holistic bounding box, the second term
considers the appearance information of the set of parts and h is the feature vector. B and
P abbreviate “box” and “part” respectively. l (•, •) is a similarity measurement between two
feature histograms. The similar formula in Equation 5.4 is adopted as the measurement.
p
(
D˜t,i, V˜t,i; φt,k
)
is the likelihood of xt,i given cluster parameter φt,k considering the de-
formable configuration of parts. It is formulated as
p
(
D˜t,i, V˜t,i; φt,k
)
∝ exp
(
−d
(
D˜t,i, V˜t,i, D˜t,k, V˜t,k
))
, (5.9)
where d
(
D˜t,i, V˜t,i, D˜t,k, V˜t,k
)
is the distance between the cluster and the concerned tracklet
considering the deformable configuration as the following
d
(
D˜t,i, V˜t,i, D˜t,k, V˜t,k
)
=
1
7
7
∑
j=1
(
D˜t,i,j − D˜t,k,j
)T ( V˜t,i,j + V˜t,k,j
2
)−1 (
D˜t,i,j − D˜t,k,j
)
.
(5.10)
Here the deformable configuration is computed in a part-wise fashion. Note that the number
of parts under consideration is 7, rather than 8 in Equation 5.8. This is because the head part
is adopted as the anchor, which is not taken into account. It is also worthy to note that in
Equation 5.7 the first two terms locally account for the appearance information and the third
term globally considers the deformable information in terms of temporal span.
5.3.3 Cannot Links & Must Links
The first temporal exclusion constraint, that at most one object can be assigned to each tra-
jectory, is modeled by the exclusive property of cluster membership of each object detection.
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The second one, i.e. one trajectory cannot be assigned more than one detection within the
same frame, is modeled by a cannot-link constraint. If two tracklets in the same epoch overlap
temporally, they cannot have the same cluster label, i.e. they cannot be linked to be part of an
identical object. The set of cannot-link constraints in epoch t is represented as
CNLt =
{(
xt,i, xt,j
) |zt,i 6= zt,j} , (5.11)
where zt,i and zt,j are cluster membership indicators of tracklets xt,i and xt,j which overlap in
epoch t. The partitioning of the video into epochs may split tracklets into segments. The must-
link constraints between tracklets from adjacent epochs are used to connect these. This kind of
constraints for epoch t is given by
MLt =
{(
xt,i, xt−1,j
) |zt,i = zt−1,j} . (5.12)
Figure 5.2 shows some examples of the cannot links and the must links. Note that there are no
must-link constraints for the first epoch.
5.3.4 Temporal Damping
Temporal effects should be considered during the process of clustering observations. Let me
illustrate this by the Chinese Restaurant Process (CRP) representation. In CRP, prior knowl-
edge only depends on the existing number of customers belonging to the table. However, in
the multi-object tracking problem, this is not sufficient. When searching the cluster to which
a tracklet belongs, the temporal gap between this new tracklet and existing clusters should be
additionally taken into consideration. For example, considering a cluster which is temporally
distant from the given tracklet, the probability that the tracklet is assigned to this cluster is low,
even if there are already many tracklets assigned to this cluster. In other words, the assign-
ment prior probability should decay with the temporal gap between a cluster and the tracklet.
Considering a tracklet at epoch t and supposing some clusters already exist, the number of
members belonging to cluster k at epoch τ is damped by a weight, similar to [Zhu et al., 2005],
as:
nk,τ =∑
j
δ
(
zτ,j − k
)
exp (−η (t− τ)) , τ < t , (5.13)
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where z is the cluster membership indicator and η is a damping factor.
5.4 Inference
Assuming there are N tracklets x1:N and T epochs, let me denote the observations in epoch t
as x1:Nt and the corresponding estimations as θ1:Nt . The first-order relation is considered in the
proposed model, i.e. the first epoch is a normal DPMM and subsequent DPMMs are closely
related to the previous DPMM. The posterior probability is written as
P (θ1:N |x1:N , α,G0,CNL,ML)
= P (θ1:N1 |x1:N1 , α,G0,CNL1)×
T
∏
t=2
P
(
θ1:Nt |x1:Nt , θ1:Nt−1 , α,G0,CNLt,MLt
)
∝ P (θ1:N1 |x1:N1 , α,G0,CNL1)×
T
∏
t=2
f (x1:Nt |θ1:Nt) P
(
θ1:Nt |θ1:Nt−1 , α,G0,CNLt,MLt
)
,
(5.14)
where f (·) is the likelihood function, P (θ1:Nt |θ1:Nt−1 , α,G0,CNLt,MLt) encodes the evolu-
tion over time.
Computing the posterior is intractable, thus Gibbs sampling is employed for inference
[Ahmed and Xing, 2008], introducing the latent cluster indicator variable of xt,i as zt,i. For
each epoch, the input are tracklets in this epoch and existing clusters up to this epoch; the out-
put are the clusters after being assigned tracklets in the current epoch. The state of the sampler
contains both the cluster indicators zt,· of all observations and the states φt,· of all clusters. Two
steps are iterated: (1) given the current states of clusters, sample cluster indicators for all the
observations, (2) given all cluster indicators of observations, update the states of clusters.
(1) Enforcing must-link and cannot-link constraints, cluster indicators are sampled as fol-
lows:
(a) if xt,i is a member of the must-link set, i.e. MLt, the cluster indicator of xt,i should be
identical to that of its must-link counterpart xt−1,j;
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(b) else the cluster indicator of xt,i is sampled according to the conditional posterior as
P (zt,i|z1:t−1, zt,−i, xt,i, xt,k,·, φt,1:k, α,G0). This is analogous to standard DPMM sampling,
thus this probability can be written as:
P (zt,i = k| · · · ) ∝ nk,1:t−1 + nk,t,−iN1:t−1 + Nt + α− 1 f (xt,i|φk,t, xt,k,·) , (5.15)
where nk,1:t−1 = ∑t−1τ=1 nk,τ is the number of past observations with cluster indicator k,
nk,t,−i = ∑j∈−i δ
(
zt,j − k
)
, N1:t−1 = ∑k∈K nk,1:t−1, K is the set of indicators of existing
clusters.
The emergence of a new cluster is also allowed with probability
P (zt,i = new cluster| · · · ) ∝ αN1:t−1 + Nt + α− 1
∫
θ
f (xt,i|θ) dG0(θ) . (5.16)
(c) due to the cannot-link set, if xt,i belongs to CNLt, then zt,i must be different from
all its cannot-link counterparts. Thus zt,i should be sampled from the indicators of all
existing clusters excluding those of all xt,i’s cannot-link counterparts. According to this,
when computing the probability, φt,1:k is replaced with φt,1:k\φt,−i, where φt,−i is the set
of clusters which xt,i’s cannot-link counterparts belong to, and \ means the set difference
operation.
(2) Given cluster indicators, cluster parameters are updated by estimating
P (φt,k|zt,·, xt,·, φt−1,k). Since a cluster is conditionally independent from other clusters
given the cluster indicators, this probability can be written as P (φt,k|xt,k,·, φt−1,k) ∝
G0 (φt,k) f (xt,k,·|φt,k) P (φt,k|φt−1,k), where xt,k,· is the set of observations associated with φt,k
and f (xt,k,·|φt,k) is the likelihood. P (φt,k|φt−1,k) encodes the cluster parameter dynamics,
which is inversely proportional to the distance between the two Gaussian distributions
corresponding to φt,k and φt−1,k. To be more specific, it is with the following form:
φt,k|φt−1,k ∼ N (φt−1,k,γI) . (5.17)
Next I sample to update the parameters of the cluster.
These two steps are carried out iteratively in each epoch, resulting in observations with the
same cluster indicator being linked into one trajectory, which corresponds to one object.
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Table 5.2: Multi-object tracking results. The proposed method is compared with GMOT-MTL [Luo and
Kim, 2013] and GMOT-BLP [Luo et al., 2014a], in terms of MOTA, MOTP and MT values. Results of
the proposed method are in the shaded columns. The arrows next to the metrics indicate the direction of
better performance, e.g. ↑ means larger values are better.
Sequence MOTA↑ MOTP↑ MT↑
GM
OT
-M
TL
GM
OT
-A
TD
GM
OT
-B
LP
GM
OT
-A
TD
GM
OT
-M
TL
GM
OT
-A
TD
GM
OT
-B
LP
GM
OT
-A
TD
GM
OT
-M
TL
GM
OT
-A
TD
GM
OT
-B
LP
GM
OT
-A
TD
Zebra 0.78 0.66 0.74 0.74 0.67 0.69 0.68 0.68 0.44 0.43 0.58 0.61
Crab 0.39 0.47 0.50 0.50 0.60 0.62 0.69 0.69 0.10 0.15 0.21 0.25
Antelope 0.37 0.36 0.62 0.43 0.63 0.68 0.71 0.71 0.37 0.38 0.69 0.74
Goose 0.80 0.87 0.94 0.90 0.60 0.70 0.65 0.65 0.64 0.71 0.79 0.79
Sailing 0.55 0.54 0.82 0.82 0.68 0.69 0.64 0.64 0.25 0.50 0.83 0.83
Hockey 0.80 0.80 0.77 0.76 0.69 0.69 0.74 0.73 0.68 0.71 0.61 0.68
Overall 0.51 0.37 0.64 0.61 0.64 0.66 0.68 0.68 0.34 0.38 0.51 0.55
Table 5.3: Multi-object tracking results. The proposed method is compared with GMOT-MTL [Luo and
Kim, 2013] and GMOT-BLP [Luo et al., 2014a], in terms of ML, FM and IDS values. Results of the
proposed method are in the shaded columns. The arrows next to the metrics indicate the direction of
better performance, e.g. ↓ means larger values are better.
Sequence ML↓ FM↓ IDS↓
GM
OT
-M
TL
GM
OT
-A
TD
GM
OT
-B
LP
GM
OT
-A
TD
GM
OT
-M
TL
GM
OT
-A
TD
GM
OT
-B
LP
GM
OT
-A
TD
GM
OT
-M
TL
GM
OT
-A
TD
GM
OT
-B
LP
GM
OT
-A
TD
Zebra 0.29 0.30 0.25 0.25 36 27 30 26 6 3 7 1
Crab 0.71 0.68 0.69 0.69 243 134 205 163 114 77 63 15
Antelope 0.37 0.37 0.18 0.16 33 28 54 32 19 16 31 6
Goose 0.07 0.07 0.04 0.04 52 38 36 19 28 27 33 12
Sailing 0.08 0.08 0.08 0.08 99 85 45 40 33 11 12 8
Hockey 0.11 0.11 0.14 0.11 27 23 24 10 17 9 20 3
Overall 0.41 0.39 0.34 0.34 490 335 394 290 217 143 166 45
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5.5 Experiments
In this section, experiment settings, metrics, and results of DPMM applications based on the
described two kinds of visual representations are reported. Note that, comparison in all experi-
ments is based on the same detection results, either from the previous chapter or from the DPM
model.
5.5.1 Settings
Videos are divided into epochs which are composed of approximate 50− 200 frames, depend-
ing on the length of the video. I set the dictionary dimension to 50, η to 0.2 and γ in Equation
5.17 to 0.01 in all experiments. In the inference stage, for each epoch Gibbs sampling is run
for 500 iterations and results are reported after the last iteration.
5.5.2 MOT by DPMM-SP
5.5.2.1 Data Sets
The proposed algorithm is applied to two problems, (1) generic multi-object tracking [Luo and
Kim, 2013,Luo et al., 2014a,Zhao et al., 2012], where multiple objects of any type are detected
and tracked and (2) multi-pedestrian tracking, requiring the output of an off-line trained pedes-
trian detector as input. For the first problem, I employ public six data sets from [Luo et al.,
2014a] named Zebra, Crab, Goose, Hockey, Sailing and Antelope. For the second problem, I
use the public ETHMS and TUD Stadtmitte data sets.
5.5.2.2 Results
In this part, the results of tracking multiple rigid objects based on the super-pixel visual rep-
resentation are represented. The experiments are conducted in three parts. In the first part
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I compare it with existing sequential approaches [Luo and Kim, 2013, Luo et al., 2014a] in
solving the GMOT problem. The second part compares the algorithm with several state-of-
the-art data association algorithms [Pirsiavash et al., 2011, Xing et al., 2009] using the same
detection results and visual representation. I additionally conduct the experiment of tracking
multiple pedestrians based on the super-pixel visual representation, which is intended to check
the effectiveness of the dynamic clustering solution. The results are reported in the third part,
and are compared with those of other approaches to multi-pedestrian tracking [Pellegrini et al.,
2009, Zhang et al., 2008, Milan et al., 2013b, Leal-Taixé et al., 2014].
Part 1 – Comparison with generic multi-object trackers. In this part, I compare the
automatic topic discovery (GMOT-ATD) algorithm with two state-of-the-art generic multi-
object trackers, GMOT-MTL [Luo and Kim, 2013] and GMOT-BLP [Luo et al., 2014a]. For
fairness I use the same detection results as used in the methods which are compared with, al-
lowing direct comparison of the association performance. The results are shown in Table 5.2
and 5.3. The proposed GMOT-ATD algorithm is based on the same detection results from
the corresponding counterparts. The results of GMOT-MTL and GMOT-BLP are quoted
from [Luo and Kim, 2013] and [Luo et al., 2014a] respectively. Compared with GMOT-MTL,
the proposed algorithm reduces the quantity of FM and IDS by 32% and 34%. Compared with
GMOT-BLP, the FM and IDS values are reduced by 26% and 73% respectively. This means
that the proposed algorithm tracks objects more consistently in the test sequences. Note how-
ever, that the proposed algorithm is a batch algorithm while both GMOT-MTL and GMOT-
BLP process the data sequentially. The next set of experiments therefore directly compares
with batch data association methods.
Part 2 – Comparison with data association algorithms. In this section I compare the
proposed method with a number of data association algorithms, including (1) DA-H: the Hun-
garian algorithm [Xing et al., 2009], (2) DA-DP: dynamic programming in network flow [Pir-
siavash et al., 2011], (3) DA-SSP: successive shortest path in network flow [Pirsiavash et al.,
2011], (4) BL: a baseline method of the proposed algorithm without temporal dynamics, i.e.
the video sequence is treated as a single document without division into epochs. This can be
viewed as the application of standard DPMM to the GMOT problem. For fairness, all algo-
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Table 5.4: Data association comparison, in terms of MOTA, MOTP and MT values. The best results
are shown in bold.
Sequence MOTA↑ MOTP↑ MT↑
DA
-H
DA
-D
P
DA
-S
SP
BL G
M
OT
-A
TD
DA
-H
DA
-D
P
DA
-S
SP
BL G
M
OT
-A
TD
DA
-H
DA
-D
P
DA
-S
SP
BL G
M
OT
-A
TD
Zebra 0.75 0.72 0.72 0.74 0.74 0.68 0.68 0.68 0.68 0.68 0.59 0.55 0.54 0.60 0.61
Crab 0.50 0.48 0.48 0.50 0.50 0.69 0.69 0.69 0.69 0.69 0.24 0.19 0.19 0.25 0.25
Antelope 0.41 0.65 0.65 0.43 0.44 0.71 0.72 0.72 0.71 0.71 0.75 0.63 0.63 0.72 0.74
Goose 0.88 0.86 0.85 0.90 0.90 0.65 0.65 0.65 0.65 0.65 0.79 0.64 0.68 0.79 0.79
Sailing 0.82 0.81 0.81 0.82 0.82 0.64 0.64 0.64 0.64 0.64 0.83 0.83 0.83 0.83 0.83
Hockey 0.78 0.72 0.71 0.80 0.76 0.74 0.74 0.74 0.73 0.73 0.64 0.54 0.54 0.68 0.68
Overall 0.61 0.63 0.62 0.62 0.61 0.68 0.68 0.68 0.68 0.68 0.54 0.47 0.46 0.54 0.55
Table 5.5: Data association comparison, in terms of ML, FM and IDS values. The best results are
shown in bold.
Sequence ML↓ FM↓ IDS↓
DA
-H
DA
-D
P
DA
-S
SP
BL G
M
OT
-A
TD
DA
-H
DA
-D
P
DA
-S
SP
BL G
M
OT
-A
TD
DA
-H
DA
-D
P
DA
-S
SP
BL G
M
OT
-A
TD
Zebra .25 .35 .35 .25 .25 28 32 31 27 26 3 2 7 3 1
Crab .69 .70 .70 .69 .69 170 168 166 168 163 27 31 30 28 15
Antelope .15 .27 .27 .15 .16 36 33 32 37 32 14 10 10 25 6
Goose .03 .25 .32 .04 .04 34 31 29 25 19 25 20 18 14 12
Sailing .08 .08 .08 .08 .08 42 45 44 40 40 10 9 8 8 8
Hockey .14 .18 .18 .11 .11 12 11 10 12 10 11 7 6 6 3
Overall 0.34 0.41 0.42 0.33 0.34 322 320 312 309 290 90 79 73 84 45
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Table 5.6: Multi-person tracking results compared with other state-of-the-art methods in terms of MT,
ML, FM and IDS values. The best results are shown in bold.
Sequence TUD-Stadtmitte ETHMS
[M
ila
n e
t a
l.,
20
13
b]
GM
OT
-A
TD
[P
ell
eg
rin
i e
t a
l.,
20
09
]
[Z
ha
ng
et
al.
, 2
00
8]
[M
ila
n e
t a
l.,
20
13
b]
[L
ea
l-T
aix
é e
t a
l.,
20
14
]
GM
OT
-A
TD
MT↑ 0.400 0.900 0.516 0.556 0.664 0.720 0.589
ML↓ 0 0 0.056 0.062 0.082 0.047 0.073
FM↓ 13 16 206 178 69 85 156
IDS↓ 15 13 77 138 57 71 103
rithms are given the same detection results from [Luo et al., 2014a]. The results of DA-DP and
DA-SSP are obtained using the code from [Pirsiavash et al., 2011].
Results in Table 5.4 and 5.4 indicate that (1) generally DA-H tends to achieve good MT
and ML values, meaning it is able to track objects more completely. On the other hand, the
performance in terms of FM and IDS is worse than the performance of proposed method; (2)
DA-DP and DA-SSP obtain good FM and IDS values, indicating that they can track objects
more robustly and consistently. DA-SSP achieves slightly better FM and IDS than DA-DP.
However, compared with DA-H, they tend to ignore parts of trajectories, thus MT and ML
values are worse than those of DA-H; (3) compared with DA-H, BL has similar MT and ML
values while achieving better FM and IDS values, showing the effectiveness of applying a
DPMM; (4) the proposed method (GMOT-ATD) achieves the best performance. Compared
with BL, it further reduces the IDS and FM values.
Some exemplar images of the results on the six data sets for GMOT problem are shown
from Figure 5.5 to Figure 5.10.
Part 3 – Comparison with pedestrian trackers. In this part, I evaluate the proposed
method on the multiple pedestrian tracking problem where the raw detection results are those
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Figure 5.5: Exemplar qualitative results of GMOT-ATD. They are shown on frames excerpted from
the sequence of Zebra. Different colors stand for different objects. As only 8 colors are employed for
visualization, some different objects may have the same color. This representation is also applicable to
the following figures.
Figure 5.6: Exemplar qualitative results of GMOT-ATD. They are shown on frames excerpted from the
sequence of Antelope. Different colors stand for different objects. As only 8 colors are employed for
visualization, some different objects may have the same color.
Figure 5.7: Exemplar qualitative results of GMOT-ATD. They are shown on frames excerpted from
the sequence of Crab. Different colors stand for different objects. As only 8 colors are employed for
visualization, some different objects may have the same color.
in [Milan et al., 2013b]. I compare the results with those in [Pellegrini et al., 2009,Zhang et al.,
2008, Milan et al., 2013b, Leal-Taixé et al., 2014]. Pellegrini et al. develop a sophisticated
dynamic model based on social forces during association [Pellegrini et al., 2009]. Zhang et al.
cast data association as finding the min-cost in network flow [Zhang et al., 2008]. Milan et al.
adopt a CRF model for data association [Milan et al., 2013b].
Qualitative results (result images) are shown in Figure 5.11, 5.12 and 5.13. The ETHMS
data set is composed of two sub sets. The results are shown separately in Figure 5.12 and
Figure 5.13. Please notice the green bounding box and the blue one in Figure 5.11. These two
pedestrians involve in occlusion. The proposed method maintains the identities correctly in the
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Figure 5.8: Exemplar qualitative results of GMOT-ATD. They are shown on frames excerpted from
the sequence of Goose. Different colors stand for different objects. As only 8 colors are employed for
visualization, some different objects may have the same color.
Figure 5.9: Exemplar qualitative results of GMOT-ATD. They are shown on frames excerpted from the
sequence of Sailing. Different colors stand for different objects. As only 8 colors are employed for
visualization, some different objects may have the same color.
Figure 5.10: Exemplar qualitative results of GMOT-ATD. They are shown on frames excerpted from
the sequence of Hockey. Different colors stand for different objects. As only 8 colors are employed for
visualization, some different objects may have the same color.
occlusion. However, the proposed approach fails in some cases. For example, in Figure 5.13,
the red bounding box and white bounding box correspond to an identical person. The proposed
method fails to link them due to miss detections. This case is expected to be solved if some
sophisticated observation models are included.
Quantitative results are shown in Table 5.6. On the TUD-Stadtmitte data set, the proposed
method achieves better ML and IDS performance while obtaining worse FM performance. On
the ETHMS data set, the results of the proposed method are comparable to those of [Pellegrini
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et al., 2009] and [Zhang et al., 2008] but worse than those of [Milan et al., 2013b] and [Leal-
Taixé et al., 2014], which are all methods tailored to the task of pedestrian tracking.
Figure 5.11: Exemplar qualitative results of the proposed approach on the TUD-stadtmitte data set.
Figure 5.12: Exemplar qualitative results of the proposed approach on the ETHMS data set.
Figure 5.13: Exemplar qualitative results of the proposed approach on the ETHMS data set.
The reason is supposed to be that although the same raw detection hypotheses are taken
as input, the proposed approach does not include sophisticated appearance or motion models.
In contrast, the motion model in [Pellegrini et al., 2009] takes the effect of pedestrians in a
group into account, which is helpful in reducing IDS in the case of occlusion. The method
in [Zhang et al., 2008] includes a model named Explicit Occlusion Model (EOM) which es-
pecially handles occlusion by generating occlusion hypotheses and integrating them in the
network. Besides considering exclusivity constraints, a motion model based on angular veloc-
ity is taken into consideration in [Milan et al., 2013b]. [Leal-Taixé et al., 2014] achieves the
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best MT and ML performance as a result of their contextual motion model, which is able to
recover more trajectory components even in the case of missed detections, by learning a dictio-
nary of interaction features among objects. In the proposed method, only the plain but general
super-pixel representation is considered for appearance modeling. The super-pixel representa-
tion could perform well in representing rigid objects in the first application - generic multiple
object tracking, while inevitably suffers from clutters from backgrounds in representing non-
rigid objects such as pedestrians. On the other hand, the proposed approach can serve as a basic
model to include more sophisticated appearance or motion models.
It is also observed that, in general the number of topics discovered (individual objects) is
larger than the true number of objects (groundtruth). I suspected that, it should be due to issues
like occlusion or missed detections. These kinds of issues would result in fragmentation in
trajectories and consequently more number of discovered topics.
In the next section, I would demonstrate the results of a model called (DPM)2, which in-
cludes visual representation developed by specifically considering the non rigidness of pedes-
trian.
5.5.3 MOT by (DPM)2
Results of multiple pedestrian tracking indicate that, performance of pedestrian tracking partly
relies on the representation model. This motivates me to develop a better visual representation
model (Section 5.3.2) than the plain super-pixel representation. In this part, I report the results
of tracking multiple pedestrians based on the proposed (DPM)2 model.
5.5.3.1 Data Sets
Two data sets are employed in the experiment. The first one is TUD-Stadtmitte, the same as the
one used in the last part of the previous section. The other one is named ParkingLot. The reason
of the usage of this data set is that it is employed in [Izadinia et al., 2012b, Shu et al., 2012],
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Table 5.7: Multi-person tracking results compared between DPMM-SP and (DPM)2 in terms of MT,
ML, FM and IDS values on the TUD-Stadtmitte data set. The best results are shown in bold.
Method MT↑ ML↓ FM↓ IDS↓
DPMM-SP 0.900 0 16 13
(DPM)2 0.900 0 9 11
which handle the problem of multiple pedestrian tracking by the employment of Deformable
Part Model. Thus, by adopting this data set, I can directly compare the proposed method with
the other two [Izadinia et al., 2012b, Shu et al., 2012].
5.5.3.2 Results
In this section, the results are presented in two parts. In the first part, I show the comparison
between (DPM)2 and DPMM-SP for the task of multiple pedestrian tracking on the TUD-
Stadtmitte data set. In the second part, the comparison between the performance of the pro-
posed (DPM)2 and some other state-of-the-art methods for multi-pedestrian tracking is pre-
sented.
Part 1 – Comparison between DPMM-SP and (DPM)2. As shown in Table 5.7, (DPM)2
outperforms DPMM-SP on the data set of TUD-Stadtmitte. More specifically, the values of
MT and ML remain the same while the values of FM and IDS decrease by 43.8% and 15.4%.
The improvement of performance is supposed to result from the DPM representation in (DPM)2
as these two methods differ only from the representation of pedestrians.
Part 2 – Comparison between (DPM)2 and other pedestrian trackers. Table 5.8 shows
the comparison between the proposed method (DPM)2 and the other two state-of-the-art meth-
ods, which are termed as (MP)2 [Izadinia et al., 2012b] and PMT [Shu et al., 2012]. The
results reveal that, 1) DPM outperforms the PMT method [Shu et al., 2012] and 2) except the
value of DP, (DPM)2 does not outperform the (MP)2, but the values could still be comparable.
The comparison above suggests that, 1) there is advance of automatic topic discovery over
specific SVM classifier for individual person which is adopted in PTM [Shu et al., 2012] and
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Table 5.8: Multi-pedestrian tracking results on the parking lot data set, compared with other state-of-
the-art methods in terms of MOTA, MOTP, DA and DP values. The best results are shown in bold.
Method MOTA ↑ MOTP ↑ DA ↑ DP ↑
PMT [Shu et al., 2012] 0.793 0.741 0.798 0.742
(MP)2 [Izadinia et al., 2012b] 0.889 0.775 0.965 0.936
(DPM)2 0.830 0.751 0.886 0.959
2) approach depending on only appearance information can hardly outperform the counterparts
which employ not only appearance information but also information such as motion or occlu-
sion [Izadinia et al., 2012b]. As mentioned before, motion model or other specific kinds of
models can be integrated into the proposed automatic topic discovery framework, while it is
not the focus of this section.
5.6 Remarks
This chapter has introduced a topic model for the multi-object tracking problem. Thanks to the
DPMM, tracking management is addressed by dynamical clustering. Along with the introduced
cannot-link constraints, the exclusivity constraints are handled naturally. The dynamics of
object appearance variation is modeled by segmenting the video into temporal epochs. As a
basis, two types of visual representation methods have been developed and integrated into the
proposed dynamic clustering procedure to track rigid and non-rigid objects. Experiments on
public data sets show the advantages of topic discovery method over sequential solutions and
other data association ones.
As experimental results show, integrating more advanced models like motion or occlusion
models could further improve the performance. Future work may include the integration of
such models.
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CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
This thesis proposes several approaches in handling the problem of generic multiple object
tracking. To begin with, a sequential method based on multi-task learning is proposed and
the tracking of multiple objects is treated as multiple tasks on top of a generic object detector.
Then, another sequential approach based on label propagation is presented. In this approach,
detection and tracking are re-formulated as the propagation of class label and object label
respectively. Finally, I introduce a dynamic clustering strategy named as automatic topic dis-
covery. In contrast with traditional data-association solutions, the proposed dynamic clustering
method demonstrates advantages from several perspectives in solving the problem of GMOT.
Details of each work are summarized in Section 6.1, and a discussion about the relationship
among the proposed three approaches is conducted in Section 6.2. In Section 6.3, a discussion
about the limitations of each work is presented, followed by some ideas of the future directions.
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6.1 Summary
Chapter 3 presents a sequential solution to the problem of generic multiple object tracking.
Following the popular tracking-by-detection strategy, the problem is decomposed into two main
tasks – detection and tracking. These two tasks are formulated under the framework of Multiple
Task Learning (MTL). In particular, a binary detector is learned to detect objects in images
while multiple trackers are learned on top of the detector by MTL to trace detected objects in
the subsequent frames. The detector is utilized to anchor the multiple trackers and the multiple
trackers are jointly learned by sharing common features. The proposed method outperforms
the state-of-the-art methods on several benchmark data sets.
Regarding a concerned video as a cuboid, a bi-label propagation method is proposed in
Chapter 4 to track objects of the same type. The term “bi-labels” refers to a binary class la-
bel for detection and individual object labels for tracking. To propagate class label, I employ
the clustered Multiple Task Learning (cMTL) while enforcing the spatio-temporal consistency.
The proposed idea shows considerable improvement when the scale of training data is limited.
To track objects, object labels are propagated from trajectories to detections based on affinity
computed with regard to appearance, motion and context. Experiments on public and challeng-
ing new data sets show that the bi-label propagation method improves over the current state of
the art.
Chapter 5 presents a new approach to multi-object tracking by semantic topic discovery.
Frame-by-frame detections are dynamically clustered into topics which are treated as objects.
During the clustering procedure, the Dirichlet Process Mixture Model (DPMM) is applied.
The tracking problem is transformed into a topic-discovery task for which the video sequence
is treated analogously to a document. This clustering formulation addresses exclusivity con-
straints of objects and cannot-link constraints without the need of heuristic thresholds. Vari-
ation of object appearance is modeled as the dynamics of word co-occurrence and handled
via updating the cluster parameters across the sequence in the dynamical clustering procedure.
Two kinds of visual representations are introduced and incorporated into the model of auto-
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matic topic discovery for tracking of rigid and non-rigid objects respectively. The effectiveness
of these two kinds of visual representations are well verified with extensive experiments on
several public data sets.
6.2 Relationship between Chapters
The proposed GMOT problem has been handled in three approaches (two sequential meth-
ods and one batch method), and experimental results have shown the effectiveness of these
approaches compared with the state-of-the-art methods.
The first approach (GMOT-MTL) has proved effectiveness of MTL in dealing with the
GMOT problem. MTL has been explored to model relevance among related learning tasks from
both global and local aspects. However, the online detector based on Laplacian SVM suffers
from scarcity of training data. The bi-label propagation framework (GMOT-BLP) overcomes
this difficulty by employing multiple detectors and simultaneously learn them. By doing so, the
detection module in GMOT-BLP detects objects with higher precision and accuracy. Moreover,
more cues (appearance, motion and context) are considered in the tracking stage of GMOT-
BLP. This leads to better performance. Both of these methods are sequential ones, which are
prone to false positive and false negative hypotheses of detection. Thus, the last method adopts
the batch mode for the GMOT problem. By viewing observation globally and clustering the
provided detection hypotheses, the batch method especially reduces the value of FM, which
counts the times of interruption of trajectories.
6.3 Future Work
The GMOT problem concerned in this thesis is addressed by both sequential and batch meth-
ods. The first and the second methods, as sequential approaches, are suitable for the scenario
where the video stream arrives sequentially. However, as mentioned before, they may need
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some heuristics to handle the false positive and false negative hypotheses in object detection.
The batch method views observations globally, thus can achieve better performance. However,
it is based on an assumption that detection hypotheses have already been provided. As a trend,
batch methods is more promising because object detection has become better and better. Thus,
in the future more attention would be paid to batch method for GMOT. Moreover, it is also
worthy noticing the following two aspects.
6.3.1 Combination of Sequential and Batch Methods
It is appealing to iteratively combine the detection procedure and data association in a unified
framework. Specifically, an object detector is trained by collecting training samples. The detec-
tion result of the object detector becomes the input of the data-association tracking algorithm.
On the other hand, the output of tracking can provide more information to the object detector,
which enables the object detector to improve gradually, so as to boost the overall performance.
This iterative procedure enables the detection and data association to benefit each other.
6.3.2 GMOT without Manual Intervention
Existing works of multiple object tracking set primary focus on pedestrians. In this thesis this
problem is extended to a more generic scenario of applications. However, it still requires one
initial bounding box to specify the concerned object type. In fact, even this initial bounding
box is not necessary if the multiple object tracking problem is considered from a more gen-
eral perspective. Due to the progress of general object detection, objects in images can be
detected without any initial labeling and then be tracked. GMOT without manual intervention
is challenging yet important to application in reality, thus deserves more research attention.
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Appendix
This part illustrates how to optimize the clustered Multiple Task Learning (cMTL) problem
with spatio-temporal consistency (Equation 4.5 in Chapter 4).
Optimization of cMTL with spatio-temporal consistency
To be clear, the time index t in the objective function is neglected. It is written as:
LC(W) = αtr(W(ηI+M)−1WT)︸ ︷︷ ︸
regularization
+
λ
2
‖ 1
m
m
∑
i=1
XTuwi −Ψ(P)‖2︸ ︷︷ ︸
spatio−temporal consistency
+
m
∑
i=1
1
2Ni
‖XTl,iwi −Yi‖2︸ ︷︷ ︸
loss
,
s.t. tr(M) = k,M  I,M ∈ Sm+ .
(A1)
Compared with the original clustered MTL formula in [Zhou et al., 2011b], there is a spare
term which represents the spatio-temporal consistency. This term is only involved with W, and
it is smooth. The objective function can be rewritten as a combination of a smooth part Ω(W)
and a non-smooth part Λ(W,M):
LC(W) = Ω(W) +Λ(W,M) ,
s.t. tr(M) = k,M  I,M ∈ Sm+ ,
(A2)
where
Ω(W) =
m
∑
i=1
1
2Ni
‖XTl,iwi −Yi‖2 +
λ
2
‖ 1
m
m
∑
i=1
XTuwi −Ψ(P)‖2 , (A3)
and
Λ(W,M) = αtr(W(ηI+M)−1WT) . (A4)
The Accelerated Project Gradient (APG) method is adopted to optimize this problem. Fol-
lowing [Zhou et al., 2011b], the key component of APG solution is to compute a proximal
operator as follows:
min
WZ ,MZ
‖WZ − WˆS ‖2 + ‖ MZ − MˆS ‖2 ,
s.t. tr(MZ) = k,MZ  I,MZ ∈ Sm+ ,
(A5)
where WˆS and MˆS are two search points, which will be illustrated later.
To obtain WZ, the following problem needs to be solved:
min
WZ
‖WZ − WˆS ‖2 . (A6)
It is clear that the optimal solution WZ to Equation A6 equals WˆS.
To obtain MZ, one needs to solve:
min
MZ
‖ MZ − MˆS ‖2 ,
s.t. tr(MZ) = k,MZ  I,MZ ∈ Sm+ .
(A7)
In the following, I show how to construct the search points WˆS and MˆS, and outline the
way to solve Equation A7.
Construction of WˆS
The whole optimization is an iterative process. At the k step, a point WkZ is obtained based on
points in the previous two steps Wk−1Z and W
k−2
Z as W
k
Z = (1+ β)W
k−1
Z −Wk−2Z , and the
current search point WˆS is
WˆS = WkZ −
1
γ
∇LC(W) , (A8)
where γ is the parameter to control the search step, and ∇LC(W) is the gradient of LC(W).
Obviously, the gradient of LC(W) has two parts, one is from Ω(W) and the other one is
from Λ(W,M). As W is a combination of all the wi, the gradient of Ω(W) can be computed
separately. The gradient of Ω(W) with regard to wi is
∂Ω(W)
∂wi
=
1
Ni
Xl,i(XTl,iwi −Yi) +
λ
m
Xu(
1
m
m
∑
i=1
XTuwi −Ψ(P)) . (A9)
As the trace norm is non-smooth, the sub-gradient of Λ(W,M) with regard to W is ob-
tained as 2α(ηI+M)−1WT.
Thus the sub-gradient of LC(W) with regard to W is
∇LC(W) = ∂Ω(W)
∂W
+ 2α(ηI+M)−1WT , (A10)
where ∂Ω(W)∂W = [
∂Ω(W)
∂w1
∂Ω(W)
∂w2 ...
∂Ω(W)
∂wm ]
Construction of MˆS
Similarly, a point MkZ is obtained based on two points of the previous two steps, W
k−1
Z and
Wk−2Z . It is M
k
Z = (1+ β)M
k−1
Z −Mk−2Z , and the current search point MˆS is
MˆS = MkZ −
1
γ
∇LC(M) . (A11)
Since only Λ(W,M) is involved with M, Ω(W) can be ignored. Thus the sub-gradient of
LC(W) with regard to M is
∇LC(M) = −αWTW(ηI+M)−1(ηI+M)−1 . (A12)
The following procedure to solve Equation A7 is the same as that in [Zhou et al., 2011b].
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